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Holland City News.
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m

HOLLAND,

XIII.— NO. 20.

Mttd

^£EENQ8, D.

$tw.

iity

SATURDAY, JUNE

ITANPUTTEN,

W«., Dealer in Drags, Medl*
cines, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W . Yah Din Bibo’s Family Medicines ; River 8t.

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY AT

For

Alabasllne, Whiting and Colors in

Drug Store.
Kremers & Bangs.

oil, go to the Central

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE:

EIGHTH STREET.

No. 52

WHOLE

1884.

NO.

640.

4

castiron water pipe for the Holland City Water
Works, and that a warrantbe issued on the city
treasurer for tho monies..—Adopted by yeas and

Yeas.

Holland, Mich., June 17,1884,
The Common Council met in regularsession
and was calledto order by the Mayor.
Members present: Mayor Beach, Aldermen Ter
Yree, Rose, Burgess, Werkman, Nyland, Boyd,

Fruit Farm for Sale Cheap.

incss.

21,

LomcuL.i
Common Connell

Additional $ocal.

PerftimerleB’.River street.’

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

MedJ

Drugstore. Pine

R..

MICH.,

nays as follows:
i. Ter Vree. Rose,
. Benkema, Burges-*,Ranters. Nyland and Boyd. Nays,
none. Yeas, 7. Nays,0.
By Aid. Kanters,—
Resolved, That the clerk notify the poundmaster to report to the Connell bis doings as
pound-master,with an account of all momee received in the performanceof his duties, and what
dlsposiiion has been made of the same.— Adopted.
ij Aid. Rose,—
Resolved,That the clerk advertise for bids for
running the pumps for the water works and furnishing all the labor connected therewith, for one
year, that tho award of contract to be subject to
the approvalof the board of water works' com*
loners,provided
p
missioners,
such a board ts created, the
Common Council reserving the right to rejectany
and all bids.— Adopted.
By Aid. Boyd,—
Resolved, That the matter of the organization of
the lire departmoutbe referred to the committee
on fire department, and report at the next regular
meeting of the Connell, and to report also the advisabilityof disposingof one of the hand Are

and the clerk.

Minutes of last meeting were read and approved.
Aid. Benkcma appeared during the reading of
Eighty-seven acres with buildings. 8,000
bearing trees. Beautiful location. Fronts the minutes and took his seat.
Editor and PMUher,
PETITIONSAND ACCOUNTS.
Vf EYEK, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all on Macatawa bay, south side, half way beK. Schaddeleeand thirteen others petitioned as
ivl kinds of Furniture. Curtains,Wall Paper, tween City and Park. For price and
Terms of Subscription:
follows
Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc.: River st.
terms apply to G. 8. HARRINGTON,
We, the undersigned freeholders,owning lots
$1.50 per year if paid in, advance; $1,75 if
Holland, Mich. and lands lying and abutting on Tenth street,in
paid at three months, and $$,00 if
Omral Dealer*.
said City ol Holland, having learnedfrom tho
paid at six months.
publishedproceedingsof your honorable bod
VAN PUTTENG & SONS., General Dealers A splendid stock of Ladies’ Summer that the Council has ordered the grading of Tent
In Dry Goode
Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats Wraps and Dolmans at D, BERTSCH’S. street, in said city, In view thereofwe respectJOB PBINTIBB ProniDtlFail Neatly EiecM. and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.
fully request
uestand
and' petition your honorable oody,
Special bargains to those purchasingwith- after said grade is made and completed, to cover a
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
strip twenty-four feet wide, throughthe center of
Eoteli.
in the next two
18-tf. said street with gravel to the average thickness of
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,!75 cents for
nine inches, so spread that the same will be
first insertion,and 25 cents for each enbsequent /~UTY HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprietors.
Inches In the centre, and six inches on the engines.
insertionfor any period
snc ‘ under three mouths.
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint twelve
V/ The only flrsf-classHotel in the city. Is
sides of said strip of gravel of at least equal quali1 T. located in the business center of the town, and has
UNFINISHED BUSINESS.
3 M. | 6 m.
ty to that put oii Ninth street, the past year; and
in large and small cans at
5 00 800 one of the largestand best sample rooms in the
Aid. Rose gave notice that at the next rognli
1 Square .. .... .......... 350
your petitioners further ask that tho expense of
meeting of the Common Connell, be would intro.................. 5 00 8 00 10 00 State. Free bus in connection with the Hotel.
Kremeus & Bangs.
10-Iy
................ 8 00 10 00 17 00 Holland,
dnee an ordinance entitled, "An ordinancerela)4 Column ................10 00 17 00 25 00
on said street, except the intersections of streets lativeto fire limits.”
T)H(ENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
Arend Vlrchcr. presidentof the Western Frnit
.................. 17 00 25 00 40
on said Tenth street, which your petitionerspray
Located
near
the
Chi.
&
W.
Mich.
R’y
depot,
................. 25 00 40 00 65 00
may be assessed against the City of Holland, ana Grower’sSociety, petitioned that the Association
After having completed our repairs and
has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and its
paid out of the general fund thereof: and your pe- have the free use of one of the rooms of the City
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of throe table is unsurpassed.Free Hack for accommodachanges we are now prepared to furnish titioners pray that the expense of graveling be Halt on the 1st and 2d days ef July next.— Granted.
changes.
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
Council adjourned.
divided Into five installments, to be paid January
Business Cards in City Direclery, not over three
flour to the public that will give entire sat- 15, 1885, January 15. 1886, January 15, ISS7, JanuGEO. H. BIPP, City CUrk.
dnee, $2.00 per annum,
QOOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scett,. proprietor. isfaction, we guarantee It to be the best ary 15, 1888, and January 15, 1889, and bonds is*7
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub
This hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and
sued for the same at ae low a rate of interest ns
lisbed whitout charge for subscribers.
Boar! of Eiuoailoa.
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.50 per day. Good accom- and purest ever put in the market. Every the same may be procured. And your petitioners
6F" All advertising bills collectable quarterly. modations can always be relied on. Holland, sack we will warrant, If put up in eur own will ever pray.”— Referred to the committee on
# 8-ly
Holland, Micb., Jane 12, 1884.
sacks and branded “Uurity, new process streetsand
JohannesElenbaas and 8 other real estate
Members present:Beach, Harrington,
flour, City Mills.”
owners on Cedar street,petitioned the Council to
Llvirvifidslt Stall**.
BECKER & BEUKEM A.
grade Cedar street from Seventh to Sixteenth McBride, Cappon, De Rot and Boggs.
On motion all applications from teachstreets.—Referred to the committeeon streets and
T300NE li„ Livery
bridges.
ers which had not been passed upon were
Chicago la West Michigan Railway.
andbarnonMarketstreet/EverythingfirstFITS: All Fits stopped free bv Dr.
Mr.jJamesBos, Rollin Astra, Barny De Vries,
class.
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. No fits and Heury Ram;
nperman,
man, ”•» old members of the read.
Geo. P. Hummer was engaged as superTaking Effect, Sunday, May 18, 1884.
Eagle Hose Co., No. 1
requestedthe Connellto
after
first
day’s
use.
Marvelous
cures.
TTAVERKATE,G. J., Livery and Boardln,
From
from Chicago XX stable.Fine rigs and good horses can al- Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fits accept Mr. John Koning. ft. Van Der Veer, M. intendent at a salary of $1,000.
to
to Holland.
Van Slotcn, and Frank Walsh as members of the
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St.,
Mies Hattie M. Hodge, of Ypsiianti,
Hose Company, to fill the vacancy of those resign
Day Ni’t
Ni’t Day
83-tf
was
elected teacher et the High School.
Mall.
Mail.
TOWNS.
ed.—
Referred
,
to
the
committee
on
Are
departPhila.,
12-ly
Exp. Exp.
Exp. Exp.
ment.
VTIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Miss Cbristina Vaupell was elected
The following bills were presented for pay- teacher.
p.m. p.m. a. m.
p.m. p.m. n. m. lv Ninth street, near Market.
ment : A. Groenewey for labor on Maple street
lotos 1 10 10 15 ....Holland ..... 2 55 10 05 4 50
If you wish a bargain in Paints, White
The committee on teachers was instruct-,
bridge, $7.50; C. Ryerberk for labor on Maple
XlBUfiCtOrlH, Kill*, hop*, Xto.
10 30
4 28
10 35 East Saugatuck 2 45
street bridge. $1.87; H. Van Prooy for labor on ed to canvaas the remaining applications,
Lead,
Oils,
Varnishes,
Paint
and
White.....
10 40
10 45 .New Richmond. 2 45 9 42 4 18
Maple street bridge, $1.87; H. Van Ort for labor and report at the next meeting who be em11 32 2 05 11 80 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 05 9 07 3 30 pAUELSVAN PUTTEN& CO., Proprietors
3P
wash brushes, call at
on Maple street bridge. $8.25: G. Van Ark for la11 55 2 17 11 50
2 37: 8 55 3 10
ol Ptugger Millt; (Steam Saw and Flour
ployed.
*ye<
bor on Ma
laple street bridge, $6.
Kremers & Bangs.
1 25 3 00 1 05 .Benton Harbor.12 40 8 00 1 55
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
W. H. Beach of the Committee on
building sidewalks, $5.00; H. Vandenberg white1 50 3 11 1 15 . .St. Joseph...12 33; 7 55 1 50
washing and cleaning jail, $2.00; G. J. Van Buildings and Repairs reported that he
3 15 4 2£ 2 30 ..New Buffalo.. 11 30 7 18 12 45 VfAN RAALTE, B. dealer In Farm Implements
Duren, three days’ service
A os special assessor,
7 80 G 5( 5 25 ....Chicago ..... 8 65 3 40 9 55
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.
The Secret Art of Beauty lies not in $6.00; Goo. H. Sipp,2^ days’ service as special had received several bids for the construca. in. p.m p. m.
a. m. p. m. p.m.
cosmetics,but only in pure blood and asscssor,$5.50; Gco. H. sipp. express, freightand tion.ofa school wood shed, none of which
Notary Futile*.
poBtagc, $2.23; D. Binyter,ringing bell, $12.60; K. were less than $270. As it was not thought
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
healthy action of the vital organs, to be Schaddelee,service as supervisor and postage, uPH, ._ Kn|ij
1,1-1,n nrirn «i.A rom.
Prom Holland
From Grd. Rapids
CTEGENOA, A. P., Justice
Juiticc of the Peace and obtained by Burdock Blood Bitters.
Grand
to Holland.
0- Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
p m. p.m. a.m.
a.m. jp. m. p. m.
Sons, bell rope at Eagle Engine cb. house, $1.23;
P. H. McBride was appointed a comnotice. Office Zeeland, Michigan.
9-ly

WILLIAM

ROGERS.

H.

famlturs,

:

12-8m

Y

weeks.

Mich.

2 ”
3 “

X1 ”
”

M

NOTICE.

L

,bridges.

O

Mich.

iatl goads.

;

47tt.

D

Holland
Chicago.

Pa.

Hotel.

•

V

to

.»

Rapids.

300 t5

18 05

OJ
3 12 5 13
3 30 5 -15
3 43 5 50
10 45 400 6 10
p .in. p* ni. a. m.

I

We

....Holland..... 10 10i 1 15 9 50
....Zeeland ..... 10 Oi
9 40
.. Hudson vilie... 9 45
9 15
....Grandvltle...9 32
8 55
..Grand Rapids.. 9 15 12 25 t8 85

"ij

guarantee that the bherwin-Wil-

1

@$32.70,$1,177.20; National Tube Works Co„ o P^d to the teachers, and U report at
hydrantwrenches. $1.50; W. Van Pntten, dlsln- the next meeting.
will not crack, flake or chalk off, ana will
fectants,$1.40.— Bill
of \Y ..
Van Pntten referredto
DEBT, R. B.. Physicianand Surgeon, can be
.......
T. J. BOGGS, Secretary,
a. m. p. m. p.m.
X> found in his office, cor. River and Eighth cover mere surface, work better, wear committee on claims and accounts; bili of National Tube Works Co. allowed, less the freight
streetsin Vanderveen'sBlock.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
onger and permanentlylook better,than charges paid by tho City tf Holland; all other
Minister Birney and Life In Sollani.
From Muekej
bills allowed In fall and warrants ordered Issued
any
other
paint,
including
white
lead
and
Muskegon.
on the city treasurer for tho severalamounts.
dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
The Hague is becoming quite a a popular
Kremers & Banos.
p. m. a. m. a. m.
p. m. p.m. p.m. street. Office at the drug store of Kremers &
nt TOUTS or STANDING COMMITTEES.
residence
with Americans who wish to
3 00 10 10 t5 20 ....Holland... 1 111 8 00 9 40 Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
The committee on poor reported presenting the
50-ly
3 25 10 30 5 55 ...West OMve...
2 85 9 17 from 5 to 6 p.
semi-monthlyreport of the Director of tho Poor, economize. A very fine house can be
3 35 10 40 6 10
2 27 9 07
Id c»mmfttee
cemmitti recommending $23 for the
and said
far f non or *700 a vear
gitortistments.
4 00 11 00 6 35 ..Grand Haven.. 12 25 2 05 8 50
support
or f <uu a. year,
pport of
of tho poor for the two weeks ending Procurccl
4 05 11 OS 6 40 ...Ferrysburg...12 20 2 00 8 40
ily 2, 188-1
Approved, and warrantsorderedis- 1 an(i t|10 servants, who are excellent, exhorst;
is
prepared
at
all
times,
day
or
night,
to
4 40 n 45 7 15 ...Muskegon...11 55 1 25 18 05
sued for the amounts.
p m. p.m. a. m.
p.m. p. m. p. m. attend to "calls.”
or
.expect very l,m- wage,. The houaeoccu.

Mil''

Fromllollandto

m.

to
Allegan.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Allegan

From Holland
p. m. a. m.
300 *S 00
3 20 8 30
8 3} 8 50
3 47 9 :)0
4 15 10 10
p. m. a.m.

1

Holland.

Holland

.....

Fillmore .....
........ Hamilton......
...... ..Dunning ......
...... ..Allegan ......

05

9 50 1
9 42' 12
891 12 15
9 89
9 05 *11 35

ANTING,
50
I

a.

5

50

am

and

8:55

am.

late

oftlco at

Freight and Ticket

x.

Chicago and West Mich.

Bells tickets to all principal points in

Witch** and Jtviiry.

CentralTime

27

1132
11
12
12
12
12
1

1
1
1
2

t3
00
15
40
59
07
19
30
52
22

234
2 56

320
8 29

886
4
4
4
4

16

27
33
45

7 00
7 54
8 (M

825
9 00
9 80
10 25
11 05
11 20
11 46
12 ib
1

06

2
2
3
4
4
4
6
6
6

22
49
30
15
33
46
03
28
86

6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9

03
27
31
41
57
10
83
50
67
07
18
40
09
22
40
P. M.

700
P. M. P. M.

00
3 35
3 30
3 19

Addison.. 906

21

.

..Jerome

..

8 51

..Moscow.. 844
8 83
..Hanover
..Pulaski.. 8 22
.

4

H., dealer In Watches, Clocks.
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth ana
Cedar streets,Holland
24-ly.

Tv

Mich.

8

02

2
2
2
1
1

47
01
53
41

1 30
1 06
..Marshall 7 32 12 37
...Ccresco.. 7 19 12 25
BatUe Cr’k 7 00 12 05
A. M. 11 43
11 84
11 28
..Richland..
10 49
..Montleth.
10 39
....Fisk....
10 3)
..Kellogg..
10 20
A Allegan L
A. M.
.

.

Homer

.

.

800

.

given for freights to all points, Call and
see

me

before making your journey or

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

(9ut itorMs.

Jgent Chicago and West Michigan Railway.

Holland, Micb., Nov.

1
1

20
07

12
12
11
10
9

37
10
20
15
46

900
8 12

758
7 39
6 15
5 55

540
5 15
A. M.

r/wt wu:

“is;
Wabash, Bt Louis & Pacific. At Tecnmseh, with
Lake Shore & Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L.8.&M.8. At Hanover with L. 8. & M. 8. At
Homer, with L. 8. & M. S. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Marshall. with M. 0. R. R. At Battle Creek, with
Chicago A Grand Trank and M. C. R. R. At Montelth, with Grand Rapids A Indiana. At Allegan,
with Chicago A West Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8.
Trains all dally except Bnndaj.

Produce, Etc.

week at home, $5.00 outfit free. Pay absolutely sure. No risk. Capitalnot required. Reader, if you want businessat
w bich persons of either se, yonng or old,
can make great pay all the time they work, with
absolute certainty,write for particularsto it. Hallett & Co.. Portland Maine.
a

(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Apples,W bushel .................
$1 00 <&
1 25
Beans, ft bushel ......... ...... 1 25 g
1 60
Butter, $1 lb .....................
13 ^
14
Eggs, y dozen .....................&
Honey, |Mh ......................
Onions, f) bushels ............... @

©

@

Potatoes, f) bushel ................

IP.

II.

drain, Feed, Eto.

.IMIS,
has put Id bis shop

new engine
and the
latest im proved
pump machinery,
and is prepared to
a large,

(Cerrectedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, W bnshe! ............. @ i 25

and

@

Bran, ft 100 lbs ....................
80
Barley, $1 £00 lb. ...................
55 125
Clover seed, V fit .................. 5 00
5 10
Corn Meal V 100 lbs ................
1 35
Corn, shelled f bushel ...........
66
.

@

@

.. @

drive points, iron
or wooden pipes
at wholesale or re
tail, at the most
ft reasonable prices

also

« •

Rye
Kye V
V bush.
Timothy Heed, fi bnshel.....
Wheat, white f bushel...
Red
.............
LancasterRed, 9 bnshel. .. .

Fultz ”

boiler,

furnish pumps,

Hay, V ton .......................
8 00
Mlddlii
lug, V 100 0)
Oats, W bushel ........... v ..........
PearlBarley,
ley, * 100 lb• ••••••• • •

McHUGH,

focictiW.

Implements of

agricullura

all descriptions; the Ester-

Attorney*.

of each

week

Vlsltingbrothers
ar ecordial 1 y i nvite d .
William Zekb, N. G.
William Baumgabtxl, R. 8.

D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand

Notary Public; River street.

*hich

uM

do11"*

previously purchased, ronnlng on a lino parallel|j9Ug0 jn uay City, should have beenSUnk.
with Sixth street west six rods, thence
%’
York Herald.
eight rods, thence east six rods, thence aonth eigut
rods to the place of beginning, containingand
being three- tenths of an acre. All of which fa resThese are Soil! Facts.
pectfullysubmitted.
Dated, Holland,8nnc 17, 1984.— Approved and
The
best
blood purifier and system regrecommendationordered carried out.

ulator ever placed within the reach of suf

COMMUNICATIONS FROM CITT OrFICBlA.

vKiononh^pe^Slaw!

number

city

•

ferjng humanity, truly is Electric Bitters.

I

of thenl8ta?o ani the | Inactivityof the Liver, Biliousness,Jaun«

cep'ed, filed and the treasurer charged with

Th/

of

.tt:

dice, Constipation, Weax Kidney., or any
tbe disease of the urinsry organs, or whoever

marshalreportedan additional num-

requires an appetizer, tonic or mild stimu*

J

"ill “

'“’t.

ceptcd, filed and the treasurer charged with tbe bggt

Electric Bitter, the

aQd only Certain cure

known. They

mTheySty clerk reportedthe receipt of the city act surely and quickly, every bottle guar-

“owVhM1?'o0t*ii(no^jimVrnMi: “>'“d to

give entire satisfaction or

money

Sutton, sale of liquors, $12.50; williams Bros., refunded. Sold at fifty cent a bottle by
ofllquors.Iix.ou:
$12.50: August Lunffiblad. sale u.
of |
sale otllquors.
W-tol.
liquors, $12.50; Robert A. Hunt, sale ofllquors,Ueoer VVB1BQ.
$12 50; Wm. Ten Hagen, sale of liquors,
Cornelius Blom, sale
p
vale of liquors, $12.50: iiawaru
Edward m Henry
nenrv Bcboenbils,
Scbo
foreman Henry
P Montcith, sale of liquors,$12.50 Emilio Rlceri,
selling plaster casts,
casts. $1; Warner*
Warner A uaxer,
Baker, selling
setting Packing Co., St. Joseph, MO., USCB Dr,
soap, $1.— Accepted,filed and the city treasurer
Thomas’ Eclectric Oii with his men for
charged with the moneys
The board of assessors reported special assess- 8prajD8 cuts, bruises, etc.
ment rolls for the improvement of Tenth street I
___
special afreet assessment district, and Cedar
street sneclalstreet assessmentdistrict.

lammoimu,

„

.

$12.50; —
JLT ^

I

*n

e4

-

... Krug
^

__

^

for

I

fountain cf Yroth,

U

Resolved, That the special assesamentrolls
Dyspepsia
the prevailing malady of
the grading and otherwise Improving Tenth street civilizedlife. A weak dyspepticStomach
special
street assessment dlstrtct, and Cedar
rImwIv or not at all on tnnnv
street special streetassessmentdistrict, aa report- ^Cts verv SJOWiy or not *4 All on

many

kinds of food gases are extricated, acids
are formed and become a source of pain
. dlaflaop nntll Jinrlmrcred To ho ilvaaDtl disease, until Gtscnargea I O oe ays
peptic is to be miserable,hopeless, depressed, Confused in mind, forgetful,lr-

Tooth seeders and harrows combined,
Studebaker farm and freight wagons
Kalamazoo open and lop baggies

new kind of walking cultivators, 5-tootb
3-tootb, and 2-shovel,Detour sulky cult
F. & A. X.
EACH,W. H. Commission Merchant, and ARiGULABCommnnicatlon of Unity Lodge, vators, Aultman and Russel & Co. steam
dealer in Grain. Fionr and Prodnce. H
No.lOl.F. AA.M..willbeheldatMa8onlcHall threashers. Engines from one-horse to
st price paid for wheat. Offlce in
Fish streeta, 'Holland, Mich. 17 Holland, Mich., at 7 .’^k sharp,
Eighth *Fi
one thousand-horsepower.
Call and see

—

l,on:

Tbe clerk presented the following commnnlca- jt pr(Mjuces Headache, Pain in Shonldert,
Gentlemen:— The pumping machinery

-

for

your

1

j

0^

Ksdioin**. Jitf
- ,JSnly
1

W

M.

luieu other
wiuca
region of tbe Kidneys,and a hundred

invariably
t.

-a™*

be Issned on the city treasurer In fcvor Of Mr. puriflerof the blood and restorerof
Walker, according to the term* of the contract1

R.B.

D.L.Botd.Sw’v.

BmtJW.M.

River St., Holland,Mich., Apr.
10-ly.

10, ’$4

...

done,

walkim.
be ind

Adopted.,,

Aug. 6,
8, ’Oct. 1, Oct. 29.
doc. 81. gt. Jobn’a days June *4, and
2.'

......of
* Chest,
Chest, Dizziness,
Coughs, Tightness

,-atcrworks will
will be put in the pumping bouse 1 -------Sour Eructations Of Jl,.,
Stomach, Bad Taste
water
'hnrsdav.Jane
June iotb,
10th, and I would
wonld ask for a pay- tn
Unnth Bilious
RilUna Attacks,
Attnr.ka. Palpitation
Pa1
Thursday.
in Mouth.
Of
ment according to tbe^ntra^t when that is
lofitHIStl.Ddf LtlDgS, Pslll tn tho

OoaBiiiioa Merchant.

i.

Ou<ch make .like kind U,

at
north
/
—New

Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the A(V
vance Mower, the Grand de Tours three- ed by the board of aascssors to tho Common
Connell qp the 17th day of Jane, 1884, be filed in
hoise sulky plow, the Bissel, Bouth Bern the office of the city clerk, and nnmbered,
plow, best in the market, the Remming- thHt Tuesday, at 7:»f o’clock, p. m„ the 8th day
ton iron-beam steel plow, Kalsmiftoo of July next, be fixed for the Common Connell and
the board of assessors to meet at the common
Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth
harrow for finishing land made, containing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,

ly

I. 0. of 0. F.
HollandCityLodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder3 inches for every tooth, Dowouiac Wheel
Spring Tooth harrows, seeders and cultiof Odd Fellows, bolds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall , Hol]and,Mich. , on Tuesday Evening vators combined, Albion Wheel Spring

gusiness pertstg.

n Ud

w“

and

General Passenger Agent

JJOWARD, M.

was our

as

Justice Henry D. Poet reportedthe

Train Connections.

|B.

28, 1883. 42tf

500
11
02
42
10
47
55

who

of said bniiding win be reversed, making the tbe square yard. They are immensely
building front to the west instead of tho eait,
j
now adopted,our reasons for suggestingthis thick, all in one piece and expected to last
change is, that the building being more exposed | a life-time. Mr. Birney alsu had a num*
to view from the west than the eaet, on account of
its loatlon, will present a better apnearaucc by | ber of the beautifulpaintings on brass
this change. Your committee would further repeculiarto tbe Dutch. It was unfortu*

shipments.

4
4
3
3
2
1

Birney,

United States and Canadas. Money
nate that the vessel containing many
REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and can be saved by purchasingticketsof me.
from
parties
for
water
works
purposes,
said
atrip
thousand dollars’ worth of bric-a-brac,
X) dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
described as follows, viz: commencing
1... onj tntnnHo/4 tn ndnrn hla
and Eighth Street.
Through Bills of Lading issued and rates being
the south east corner of sixth street,of the land wnt by him and intended to adorn Ulfi

OOINO EAST

..Dundee'.. 10 30
...Britton..10 10
.Ridgeway.10 06
.Tecnmseh. 9 57
..Tipton... 9 42
Cambridge 9 30

“

Mr. James

the

Mix’d Pass. STATIONS Pass. Pass. Mix’d
10 a. m. P. M. f
A. M. P. M. P. M.
11 02 5 20
505 6 50
5 05 L.Tolcdo.A 11 30
11
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B. P. the leading Photographer.
Gallory opposite this office.

T17YKUUYSEN,

Taking Effect April (Mi, 1884.

WS8T

committee on waterworks reported pied by

1)

Michigan and Ohio Railroad.

0011*3

select

’‘(SenUom.n:—Tour .peclal ommlttaa on water Ui“ieler thcre fur
works would recommend the placing of a hydrant furnished in excellent taste. The carpets

Agent

Fhtograpker.
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43-ly.

A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,
offlce hours from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.

\f

m.lp.m.

* Mixed trains,
t Runs dally, all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains run by Detroit time.
Mixed Trains leave Holland, going north, at
7 :50 a m. arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m.
and at 10:05 p m, arriving at Muskegon at 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave Holland,going south,
at

Ledeboer.

Dr. B.

j

§tu>

Eleventh streets, formerlyoccupiedby the

m. p. m.
10 10 1 35
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oil.

ABATES. O.E., Physician and Surgeon. Office
X at residence on the
— - corner
------ of
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|ons on silver coinage, the absolute exduSon of the Chinese from the United States,
and the enactment of laws preventing the
acquisition of hutds by aliens. In the
CaliforniaDemocratic State Convention, a
proposition by John H. Wise to send delegates to Chicago for the old ticket was
followed by deafening applause for several
minutes.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.
— V

Mi

SHUTS AND

HOUSE.

While inebi
James
8 years
mes Cowan,
Co*
Omaha,
old, was drowned near
Neb. His Proceedings of tjie Federal Conlittle companions were so/

befuddled with

gress Boiled

Down.

beer that they could render him no assistance ____ At Oconto, Wis., an aged wojjan
In thf Senate,June 10. Mr. Logan preaentnamed Mrs. Charles Ritter brained her huseda
memorial from a Cincinnati maas-mertinK,
The Democratic State Committee of band with an ax and then took paris green. demanding a quarter aectlon of land tor each His Advanced
InfirmiBoth are still olive. «
Michiganmet at Jackson and adopted resosoldier, sailor, or marine who served in the
ties
the
Reason
for
Hie
In Southern New Jersey, on the morning
Union army. The coninlar appropriationwas
lutionsfavoring Tilden and Hendricks. A
Withdrawal.
of the 16th, the thermometerfell to 38 de- debated in secret aceeion for some hoora. The
resolutionfavoring tariff for revenue was
House adopted a concurrent resolution for final
The Spragae mansion at Providence has
gress.
There
were
frosts
in
some
places,
adjournmenton June to. In committee of the
lost ____ Gen. Claiborne, in calling the Dembeen purchasedfor $34,400 by Fall River ocratic State Convention of Texas to order and considerable damage was done to ten- v. hole, on the river and harbor bill, Mr. Ochiltree
The following communicationfrom Samsecuredthe cancellation ot the clause appropriparties, who will reform it into a Catholic at Fort Worth, said: "Tariff for revenue der crops
For the third time in thirty ating WW.fOO to continue work on Galveston uel J. Tilden has been given to the Assoschool or convent. . .Tilden G. Abbott, who only is the Democratic slogan; men are vears S. Sommerich «fc Co., wholesale mil- harbor,and Mr. Holmnn ha < an Item for the imciated Press:
wrecked a Watertown, Maes., bank, was secondary issues." This sentiment was linery, New York, have failed. On the for- provement of the Little Kanawha stricken from
the bill An evening session was held for the
New York, June w.
sentencedto eight years in the Massachu- greeted with vociferous applause and shouts mer occasions they paid, respectively,25 consideration of Indian affairs.
To Daniel Manning, Chairman ot the Demoof "Tilden."
and 35 cents on the dollar.
setts Btate Prison.
Mr. Vookhees offered a resolution in the
cratic Bute Committee of New York:
In my letterof June 16, 1880, addressedto the
F. E. Albright, of Murphysboro, hafe
Senator Allison, Chairman of the Sen- B?nate, June 11, calling for information as to
Among those in attendance at the annual
delegates from the BUte of New York to the
banquet of the Pennsylvania Farmers’ Club, been nominatedfor Congress by the Demo- ate Appropriations Committee, says that the smpply of beef to Indians. Mr. Butler pre- Democratic National Convention,I said: “Havat the residence of Col. Duffy, Lancaster, crats of the Twentieth IllinoisDistrict ____ under no conditions will the Senate fix a sent's resolution for a special committee to ing now borne faithfully my full share of the
examine into the condition of the national labor and care in the nubile service,and wearPa,, last week, were Senators Edmunds, The Californiadelegatesto the Democratic time for adjournment until all the appro- banks In New York City. Two secret sessions ing the marks of Its burdens, I desire nothing
Pendleton, Bayard, J. Donald Cameron, convention, on learning of Tilden’s decli- priation bills are signed. He does not think were held tp consider the Item of 1250,000in the so much as an honorable discharge. I wish to
appropriation to cover the expense of lay down the honors and tolls of even quasi parAngus Cameron, Samuel J. Randall, Gen. nation, have declared unanimouslyfor there is any possibilitythat the business consnlar
executing the neutrality act A vote on ty leadership and to seek the repose of private
Thurman.
before
Congress
will
be
completed
before
Simon Cameron, Charles A. Dana, George
passage
the bill revealed life. In renouncing the renominationlor the
the fact that no quorum was present Presidency, I do so with no donbt in mv mind
W. Childs, and the Judges of the Supreme
Hon. Samuel J. Tilden has addressed July 15.
Tbe Honsc, in committee of the whole on the as to the vote of the Btate of New York
Court of Pennsylvania.
Emigrant passenger rates have been re- river and harbor bill, refusedto strike out the the United SUtes, bat beoanseI believe t
a letter to Daniel J. Manning, Chairman of
At Butler,Pa., the boiler at oil well No. the DemocraticState Central Committee of duced on all the German and English trans- clause for tbe constructionof the Hennepin is a nomination of re-electionto the Presidency.
Canal Motions for an increase In the Items for To those who think my renomination and re13 exploded, killing the engineer, Richard
New York, formally declining a nomination atlanticsteamship lines to $15. The Na- the Improvement of the Missouri and Mississippi electionIndispensableto an effectualvindication
* Khi
Walker, and fatally injuring
his son.
for the Presidency. He writes: "I ought tional Line, it is reported,is selling tickets Rivers were lost but $75,000was appropriatedfox of the right of tbe people to elect their rulers,
violated In my person, I have accordedu long
Bt a collision between a church excursion not to assume a task which I have not for $14 ..... The decrease in the aggregate completing the surveys of the Mississippi
The
Senate,on June 12, passed tho con- a reserve of my decision as possible; but I cannot overcome my repugnance to enter Into a
train and an accommodation train on the the physical strength to carry through. clearancesof the twenty-five leading clear* * * In my condition of advancing ing-houses of the United States in the last sular and diplomaticappropriationbill Sen- new engagement which Involvesfour years of
Camden Road, near Ashland, Pa., eight emyears and declining strength I feel no as- week, as compared with the aggregate for ator Vest offeredan amendment to the bill ceaseless toll. The dignity of the Presidential
ployes were killed and a number badly surance of my ability to accomplish these
providing that no money shall be paid out office le above a merely personal ambition, but
corresponding week last year, was 23.1 per
of the public treasury for printing speeches it creates in me no Uluston. Its value Is as
wounded. The disaster occurred at a sharp hopes [of reform].
forml. I cannot
c
now assume cent. Outside of New York the decrease In the CongretslonalRecord which are a great power for good to the country.
curve, and was caused by the non-reception the labors of an administration or of a cannot spoken in the Senate or In the Honse. I said four years ago, In acceptingthe nominawas 10.9.
of a telegraphic dispatch. Both locomo- vass. * * • I have but to submit to
It is understood that tho item of $200,000 was tion, ‘Knowing as I do. therefoip,from fresh exAn injunction was granted
at Louisville passed in secret session, with only three dis- perience, how great the difference Is between
tives were destroyed.
S3
the will of God in deeming my public
gliding through an official routineand working
restrainingthe removal of the headquarters sentingvotes. The money is to be used, tt Is ont a reform of systems and policies,it Is Imcareer forever closed. "
said, to secure from the Nicaraguan Government
c
from Kentucky. for the United States the absolute and ex- possible for me to contemplatewhat needs to be
The Texas DemocraticState Convention of the Knights of Honor
•s
without an
clusive right of waterway between the At- done in the Federal administration
General
Sloat,
Supreme
officer
of the order,
£
lantic and Pacific Oceans along the line of anxious sense of tbe difficulties of tbe underThe Union Depot at St Paul, Minn., selected as delegates at large to Chicago,
3
taking.
If
summoned
by
the
suffrages
of my
says members need not feel alarmed, that
was destroyed by fire the other night ; loss Gov. Hubbard, D. C. Gidding, Thomas J. death benefits will be paid regularly and
countrymento attempt this work I shall endeavor, with God’s hdlp, to be tho efficient In$250,000. The fire originatedin the kitch- Brown, and John P. Smith. Before the business matters
attended to ..... The friga
the river and harbor bill, by 157 to 104, after strument of their will’ Such a work of renodeclination
of
Mr.
Tilden
was
made
known
en of the part used as a restaurant.
ate Constellationhas sailed from An- striking out the Hennepin Canal clause. By a vation. after many years of mlsrnle, such a re1 for Hampton Roads, to repair her vote of 8 to 5 the Committee
Co
on Elections form of systems and policies, to which I would
An expressman named Frederick Ardell the delegateswere instructed for the old napolis
X
ticket; but subsequentlya resolutionwas hull, it haring been found bo rotten that it ! refused to reopen the Virginia contested-elee- cheerfully have sacrificed all that remained to
and an unknown componion were burned to passed allowing
me of hialth and life. Is now, I fear, beyond my
I tion case of Massey vs. Wise. Three Democrats
ing the representativesof the
strength."
could not bold the
| voted ^th the Republicans In the majority.
death in a stable at Chicago ____ Rev. Dr. State in the national convention to act on
My purpose to withdraw from further public
At
a
balloon ascension in Bordeaux,a : the Senate,on June 13, rejected a treaty
service,and the grounds of it, were at that time
Worthington, of Detroit, has sent a telegram their judgment.
French
soldier
fired
at
George
W.
Boosej for an international copyrightand patent system well known to you and to others, and when, at
declining to accept the position of Bishop
The Texas Democrats have adopted
Cincinnati, though respecting my wishes yourvelt, the American Consul. The bullet which has already been ratified by twenty-fonx self. you communicated to me an appeal from
of Nebraska.
resolutions denouncing a protective tariff
governments.The time of nearly the entire m ny valued friends to relinquish that purpose,
Calhoun Benham, a prominentlawyer as unconstitutional,unjust, and in conflict passed through his hat, contusing his head session was spent on a bill to pay the State ol
I reiterated my determinationnnoondiuonally.
and knocking him over. It is believed Georgia $35,555 for money expended for the In the four years which have since elapsed,
of San Francisco, died a few days ago. In
with the genius aud spirit of a free governcommon
defense In 1777, and when a
erythlng
the famous duel between Judge David Ter- ment. The delegation is uninstructed____ that the assailant mistook his victim vote was reached no quorum was present.
for an officer in citizens’ dress ____ The Honse adopted by a vote of 115 to 52 the
In
answer
to
a
telegram
from
the
St.
Louis
n and Senator Broderick, Benham acted as
______
On the entrance of Duke Sergius into St Beqate amendment to the postoffleeappropria- have addressed me on the subject my intention
Perry's second. Benham also acted as a Evening Chronicle,Daniel Manning anT«
tion bill Increasing the Item for the free delivery
Petersburg,
householders
were
forbidden
hns been frankly communicated.Several of my
service from $3,6tx ,ooo to $4,000,000,bnt refused
volunteer aid-de-camoon the staff of Gen. swers for Mr. Tilden that his letter means
to admit strangers to their residences,under to agree to the amendment for an increase of the most confidential friends, under the sanction of
that under no circumstanceswill he be a
Beauregard at the borne of Shiloh.
their own names, have pnblloly stated my
stern penalties ____ El Mahdi has appointed item for railway transportation.The considerdetermination to be Irreversible.That I
Three Deputy Sheriffs at Salt Lake, candidate for the Presidency.
one of his subordinates Governor of Don- ation of the bill was not concluded. At the have occasion now to consider the question
evening sessionseventy-sixpension bUls were
A
meeting
of
the
Massachusetts
Indegola. and threatensto annihilateany TurkIs an event for which I have no responsibility.
armed with Winchester rifles, executed
passed.
The appeal made to me by the Democratio
Fred Hoyt, who had been three times tried pendents, over which Charles W. Cadman ish force that may be sent against him.
There was no session of the Senate on the masses, with apparentunanimity,to serve them
presided,
condemned
at
Boston
the
Repubfor murder. He sat upon his coffin, blind14th. The House devoted its session to consid- once more is entitled to the most deferential
In the Senate, June 16, Xr. Ingallscreated eration of the amendments made by the Senate ooDslderatlon, and would inspire a disposition
folded, and the officers fired from a point lican Presidentialnominations, and trusted
to do anything desired of me, if It were consistten paces distant
the Democratsi would name men suita- a breeze by charging that Mr. Brown had In- to the postofflee bill By a vote of 125 to 95 It ent with my Judgment of doty. I believe that
in human society so
Judge Edgebton, at Yankton, D. T., ble to their views. They also in- serted in the official report of the latter’s speech was agreed to make the appropriationfor spe- there Is no instrumentality
cial mail facilities on the trunk lines $250,000. A potential In its Influences upon mankind for
on the Georgia claim words which were not
structed
their
Executive
Committee
to
motion to increase to $4,300,000the item for rail- good or evil aa the governmental machinery for
granted a motion quashing the indictment
call a conventionnot later than Aug. 1. nsed in the debate. Bills were reported to in- way postoffleeclerks was lost, and the House In- administeringJustice and for making and exeagainst Gov. Ordway, alleging the grand
crease
to
fcioo.'ioo
the
appropriation
for
sisted on disagreementwith the Senate.
cuting laws. Not all the elementary InstituPresident Eliot, of Harvard,in a speech,
a public bnildlng at Erie, and to forfeit
jury’s want of jurisdiction.
tions of private benevolenceto which philanthe unearned land grant of the Atlantic
thropists may devote their lives are so fruit“In a prize-fight near Minneapolis, Minn.,
and Padtic Road. Mr. Van Wyck offered a
ful in benefits as the rescue and preservation
Why He Was Thankful
depend- resolution directing the Committee on Judiciary
of this machinery from the perversionsthat
between Patsy Mellen and Jack Keefe,
The disposition of some men to look make It the Instrument of conspiracy, fraud,
to inquire whether the Union and Central Padtic
fourteen rounds were fought in fifty-six
Roads have guaranteedinterest on bonds other on the bright side of everything was il- and crime against the most sacred rights and
minutes,when Mellen was declaredthe letters from sympathizers were read ____ than those spedflcallv authorized by Congress,
Interests of the people. For fifty years, as a
In order to ascertainthe Presidential or have Issued new stock In violation of said act. lustrated cn a far Western road. An private citizen,never contemplating an official
victor.
Interesting
debates
took
place
on
Mr.
Butler's
old gentleman had been an attentive career,I have devotedat least as much thought
prefereuces of the Democratic masses in the
| (Alex. Fiddler, a notorious crook, was
resolution for an investigation of the banks of
and effortto the dnty of Influencingaright the
central portion of the country, since the
New York and cn the Utah bill. In the listener to the somewhat remarkable ex- action of the governmental institutions of my
found hanging to a tree near Sturges,Da- declination of Mr. Tilden, the Chicago Honse, bills
Introduced to periencesof his fellow-travelers, break- country as to all other objects.I have never acevery honorably discharged ing into tbe cnlmination of each anec- cepted official service except for a brief period,
kota Territory. The lynchers are unknown. Times secured interviewswith several give
al purpose, and only when the octhousand
influential gentlemen. The soldier or sailor ICO acres of land, and for the
. .The body of a man named Bechtel was
erection of a home for union and confederate dote with a pious ejacnlation of praise casion seemed to require from me that sacrifice
dispatches indicatethat the Western States
soldiers at Denver. The Committee on Elections for some redeeming incident in the sub- of private preferencesto the pabllc welfare. I
found in the Jim River, near Mitchell, Daare largely in favor of Clevelandand Mcreported In favor of admitting Mr. Morey from
undertook the State administrationot New
kota Territorv,and it is believed that he
Donald as the strongest team. Ohio urges the Seventh Ohio District. Mr. Deuster pre- ject under discussion. Finally they York becauseIt was supposed that in that way
was executed by the vigilantes.
sented a measure to punish the prosecutionof got to setting matters up on the man, only could the executive power be arrayed on the
the claims of Thurman, aud Indiana shows
fraudulentclaims against foreign governments
a full appreciationof McDonald. The by fine and Imprisonment, An evening session and telling stories in which it was hard side of the reforms to which, as a privatecitizen, I had given three years of my life. I
BOITTH.
Democracy of Massachusettsare united in was held to consider the deficiency appropria- for him to find anything to be grateful accepted the nomination for the Presidency
tion
bill.
support of Butler. In the SouthernStates
for’ But he managed to get there each in 1876 because of the general conviction that
Ten shots were exchanged in the deadly
Bayard proves a prime favorite.
trip, until the boys were nearly at their my candidacy would best present the Issue of
which the Democratic majority of the
affray at New Albany, Miss., between Mayor
Luminous plants have a peculiar wits’ end. “But one of the worst I ever reform
people desired to have worked out, in the FedBeeves and Lloyd Ford, a desperado. Ford
charm to the grower and observer. One heard of,” commenced one, winking at eral Government, as It had been In the Btate of
New York. I believed that I had strength
was shot in the breast, from which he died.
of the best is Fraxinella, or gas plant his companions to look for a smasher,
sh<
enongh then to renovate the administrationof
Just as Ford was about dying he asked a
At Key West, Fla., Frederico Gil Mar- It is an old favorite, perfectly hardy, a Mreally the worst, was on the Savannah the Governmentof the United States, and. at
bystander: “Did I run?” “No.” “Then I
rero, a Cuban, was arrestedfrom a steamer perennial of the very easiest culture,
and Pensacola Road, in 1842. . We ran the dose of my term, to hand over the great
trust to a successor falthfal to the same policy.
die in peace."....
Stone, a
from
New
York
as being a dynamiter, and and should be in every garden. In the into a coal train, and not a soul esThough anxious to seek the repose of private
manufacturer of coach trimmings in
calm summer evenings,when in bloom, caped. No, not a sonl! Every one life, I neverthelessacted upon the Idea that
Baltimore,having separated from his fuse, detonating caps, and books of instrucevery power Is a trust and involves a duty. In
wife, went to the residence of his brother- tion for the manufactureof explosiveswere a light applied to the base of the stalk was killed !” There was a moment’s reply to tho committee communicatingmy
in-law, and tried to kill himself with a found among his effects. He was held in wiU envelop the whole plant in flame. pause, and every one looked at the old nomination,I depicted tbe difficultiesof the
and likened my feelings in enknife. While bleeding profusely he was $2,000. It is thought the Cuban dyna- This can be repeated time and again, man to see how he would take it, undertaking
gaging In it to those of a soldierenterdriven from the premises, when he climbed miters have been bringing the compound and, it appears, with benefit to the “Thank heaven!” he exclaimed fervent- ing battle; bnt I did not withhold
the railing of the city reservoir and soon parts of explosives to Key West, and then ripening seed. This property was dis- ly, “thank heaven!” “What for,” de- the entire consecration of my power to the public service. Twenty years of continuousmaladdrowned
At Baltimore, Lewis Stanger secretly manufacturingthem.
covered by Linnieus. The flowers are manded the relator of the story, “what ministration, under the demoralizinginfluences
tyistook Marion Deems, a boarder, for a
The trial of T. C. Campbell,a criminal white or red, and are very fine.
are you thanking heaven for now?” of intestine war and of bad finance, have inburglar and shot him dead.
the whole govormental system of the
lawyer of Cincinnati,on charge of bribing a
“To think you were kiUed by that fected
United States with the cancerous growths of
A numbeb of German claimants are trytrain !” ejaculatedthe old gentleman, false constructions and oorrupt practices.
juror in a murder trial, resultedin a disaing to estabUsh their title to the lands of the
rolling np his eyes. “If you had been Powerful classes have acquired pecuniary Ingreementof the jury, seven of its members
terests in officialabases, and tbe moral standOolenoy Valley, in Oconee County, South voting for conviction.The papers pre- Beeves ..........................
spare
red, what a liar yon would have ards of the people have been impaired. To
$ c.oo <S 8.00
been by the time yon reached your redressthese evils Is a work of great difficulty
Carolina.The lands are among the most pared for his disbarment contain seventy Hogs .............................6.'A5 ® 6.00
and labor, aud cannot be accomplishedwithout
Flour— Extra. ...................4.00 ® 6.50
valuable in the State, and contain rich min- charges.
present age ! Thank
heaven for that the
ik
most energetic and efficient personal
Wheat-No. 2 Chicago ........... .96 (.4 .98
eral deposits. The daim of the Germans is
disaster!”
And,
after
that,
the
bovs
action on the part of the Chief Execntive
Obituary: The Rev. Dr. Alexander J.
No. 2 Red ............... 1.01 <4 1.02
of
tbe
Republic. The canvaas and adminisbased on grants said to have been made in
Coax- No. 2 White ............... .69 ® .71
let him alone.— Germanfomn Telele
Baird, of Nashville,Tenn., died suddenly
tration which it la desired that I should
Oats — White ..................... .08 <4 .43
1790, and are resisted by over 1,000 present
graph.
undertake would embrace a period of nearly five
Fork— Mess ......................
10.50 @17.00
at the Park Avenue Hotel, New York, while
occupiers.
vears. Nor can I admit any Illusionas to their
CHICAGO.
lens. Three years' experienceIn the enburde
Gidiere, Day & Co., cotton factors at on his way to attend a meeting of the Pres- Beeves -Choice to Prime Steers. 6.50 & 7.00
Done by “A Simple Twist of the Wrist.” deavor to reform the municipal government of
byterian Alliance at Belfast,Ireland. He
Fair to Good ........... 5.75 <0 6.25
New Orleans, have suspended, and ask an was in his 60th year. He had been a pasdty of New York, and two years’ experience
Butchers’ .............. 5.00 @ 5.75
“It was as good as a circus,” said the
In renovatingthe administration
of tbe Btate of
extension. Liabilities,$280,000;assets. tor at Nashville sinc& the close of the war. Hogs ............................5.50 @ C.U0
Sergt. Mulholland. “I was walking New York, have made me familiar with the re5.25 af. 5.75
$380,000.
Col. J. G. Bayne, a Greenback leader in
Good to Choice bpring... 4.50 «t 6.25
along Broadway when I saw a black- quirements of such a work. At the present
time the considerationswhich Induced my acKansas, who had lately been devoting kis W heat— Na 2 Soring ............ .80 <ct .87
and-tan cab coming furiously np Murray tion In 1880 have become Imperative. I ought
.93
No. 3 F,c*d Winter .......
energies to the extension of the Fort Scott
.55
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .54
street The driver seemed to be doing not to assnme a task which I have not the
Road, died of heart disease in Wichita. OATS— No. 2 ...................... .82 (ffl .33
physical strength to carry throngh. To reform
On the recommendation of the Judge Commander Samuel B. Gregory, U. S. N., I.YE-No.
his best to stop the animal, but it was the administration,of the Federal Govern2 ........................ .63
t4 .04
Advocate General of the Army, the Presi- died at Boston, Mass., aged 71.
unmanageable. A tall, well-bnilt man, ment; to realize my own ideal, and to ful.62 ifl .65
BCtteu— Cluflce Creamery ...... .19 @ .20
who did not see the runaway, was cross- fill tbe great expectations of the people.
dent has decided to order a court-martial
Fine Pairv ............. .14 at .is
would Indeed warrant, as they could alone coming the street. Everybody cried out to pensate, the sacrifloes wh'ch the undertaking
Cheese— Full Cream. ............ .08 ti .09
for the trial of Gen. Swaim for alleged
Skimmed Flat ......... .03 (4 .06
him, but the horse was close upon him would involve; but. In my condition of advancirregular financial transactions .... The June
Egor— Fresh ..................... .14
.15
ing years and declining strength, I feel no aabefore he saw it. Qnick as thought he surance of my ability to accomplish these obcrop reports received at the Agricultural Dr. Seebach, curator of the University Potatoes— New, *er brl ......... 3.50 @ 4.25
‘Department show an increase of 4 per cent of Jena and a well-known archmological Pork— Mesa ......................
jects. I am, therefore,constrainedto say defiput
out
his
right
hand,
seized
the
horse
@20.00
LAlU) ............................. .03 @ .081;
in the area under cotton, and a general avby
the nostrils;gave a sudden twist, nitely that I cannot now assume the labors of
authority,is dead.
TOLEDO.
an administration, or of a canvass.
erage of 87, as against 86 at this period
and the runaway was lying flat on his
Undervaluing in no wise that best gift of
Election agents throughout Great Wheat— Ho. 2 Red ............... .95 & .97
last year. There is an increase of 9 per
.66 (0 .57
side on the crossing. The cab-driver heaven— the occasion and the power sometimes
cent in the area under spring wheat, and Britain expect an early dissolutionof Parbestowed upon a mere individualto communiI
was too much astonished to say a word, cate an impulse for good -grateful beyond
MILWAUKEE.
the condition is placed at 101. The winter liament, and are making arrangementsacWheat— No. 2 ..... . ............. .87 & .88
fellow-countrymen
who
WVn
sin A/% /%««• a 1. 1 /.l. _ _
and the stranger picked up his hat and all word* to
wheat crop continues
to show a high aver
assign such a beneficent function
cordingly
The marriage of Princess Coax— No. 2 ..................... .56 @1 .58
walked off as coollv as though nothing would
age, as well as oats and barley.
Oats— Na 2 ...................... .31 @ .33
to me— I am consoled by the reflection that neiElizabeth of Hesse and the Grand Duke Baulky— Nd 2 ................... .60
@ .62 had happened. I learned that he was ther tbe Democratic pmty nor the republic, for
Cart. Von Eisendeckeb, the German Sergius occurred at St Petersburg ____
Pork— Mess ......................
19.50 @20.(0
Mr. Lemuel R. Sturges, the owner of a whose future that party la the best guarantee,
Minister, has presentedhis letter of recall Prince Krapotkine’s liberationfrom Clair- Lard .............................7.75 & 8.2>
is now or ever can be dependent upon any one
cattle-ranch
in Texas. He knew a trick man for their successful progress In the path of
LOUIS.
to the President.
vuux prison, France, July 14, is Issured. Wheat— N a 2 RedBT.
............... .99 @ 1.00
the cowboys have of throwing a steer a noble destiny.
Some of the sufferersby the collapseof The Princess is permitted free entrance to Corn— Mixed. .................... .52 @ .53
Having given to their welfare whatever of
by giving its head a little twist. He health
No. 2 ...................... .31 (0 .32
and strength I possessed,or could borMiddleton A Co., bankers, are endeavoring her husband’s cell, and passes whole days Oatb—
practiced
it
on
Broadway,
and
that
runBye.
..............................
row
from the futnre, and having reached the
.56 a -57
assisting him in his literary work ____ A large
Pore— Mess.... ..................18.00 @18.75
term
of
my capacity for such labors as their
to secure their indictment for obtaining
away horse got a lesson that he won’t
meeting of Orangemen was held at Belfast,
* unands I bnt submit to the will of
welfare now demands,
CINCINNATI
money under false pretenses.It is stated Ireland. Resolutionswere adopted de- Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 1.00 & 1.03
forget if he has any sense.”— New York God In deeming my public career forever closed.
that charityfunds and speculators’margins nouncing Earl Spencer and warning him Corn ........................... .56 tt .57
Samuel J. Tilden.
Sun.
.84 <# .35
aw with the ordinary funds, not to attempt to carry out his intention of Oats — Mixed. , .........
were swept away
PoRK-Mess ......................
18.50 @19.00
e way of
of assets. visiting Ulster.
until notning is left in the
A Silence Sent For.
SMALL TALK.
Lard ............................. .07?;® .08
George E. Spencer writes to RepreDETROIT.
British officialsin Egypt credit the stateA
golden-haired
Silence
put
its head
Flour ............................6.50 @1 7.00
ative Springer denying the statement of‘
Two hundred hair-pins were found in
in at a door.
ment of an Arab from Berber that the Wheat-No. l White ............. 1.00 (4 1.02
Spencer demanded
killc in Logan Counthe stomach of a cow killed
Corn— Mixed ..................
.55
.50
*’Did*you
send
for
me?”
Dorsey im- rebels, on May 23, massacredtwo thousand Oatr-No. 2 Mixed. ........ ...... .34 @ .36
ty. Ky.
•Of
course
I
didn’t,”
replied
a
man
Pork— Mess ................ ......
male citizensand fifteenhundred men of
@20.00
Mulberry, Ohio, has a colored citizen
INDIANAPOLIS.
in a long apron.
the garrison,but spared the women and Wheat— Na 2 Red
............... .93 at .96
named William Lonjf, who claims to be 145
t*A.
messenger
boy
said
somebody
children....The Pope has instructed the
CORN-Mtxed. ..................
..
.51 & .53
years old, and isn’t sure I’M that he saw
along here wanted to see me.”
Papal agent at Brusselsto open negotia- Oato— Mixed .....................
’ -31 @ .83
Christopher Columbus.
EAST
LIBERTY.
“Well, ’twan’t me; I’m a barber.
State Conven- tions for the establishment of diplomatia
Cattle -Best .................... 6.00
0.50
Boston woman warns train-boys
May be it was the merchant next door.
Fair.............. .......• 5.50>6.25
Austin, passed resolu- relations between the Vatican and Belthrough
the Globe (hat “if
gium. .. .Theebaw, King of Burmah, has
Common .............. ,8.76 tt 4.26
I heard him say he was going to quit
of Tilden
poisonedhis Queen and her mother and Hoos .............................5.50 h 0.00
*
Sheep .......................... 4.00 & 4.50
Mitody tirow them out of
.
of all restric- married the Queen’s sister.
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ballots printed on

tl:e

vhioh his natoe appeartd, rtid oti tlie
evening of the election waa present
with the bunch of ballots

HOLLAND CltY. MICHIGAN.

a

1?

hands.

had secured
single ballot and had had others

>rinted exactly like

At thereoent sale of Lord

in his

•kn enemy by some means

alnMoath’s

the exception that'

stud twenty-four horses brought 36,400 man's

name was

guineas. ; One favorite of turfmen sold submitted.

the

regulars, with

the former

left off

and

gentle-

another

A

(
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WRECKED ON THE RAIL.

___
nf ^
Axonq the new applications of cotton
is its use, in pari, in the constructionof An Excursion Train Filled with Chilhouses, the material employed for this
dren Collideswith an Acpurpose being the refuse, which, when
commodation.
gfoung up with about an equal amount
of straw and asbestos, is converted into
a paste, and this is formed into Urge Eight Railroad Men KUled-Neariy a
bricks, which acquire, it is said, the
Score of the Passengers
hardness of stone, and furnish a really
Injured.
valuable building stock.
A

—Coal has been discoverednear

Mill-

brook.

—Bur? Oak farmers have been caught on
wrong

the

of

side

deal

a wheat

to the tone

of $150,000.
-r-Mra. Wm. Colvin, one of the pioneer
women of Lenawee County, died of heart
disease at her residence in Palmyra.

wicked emissary ap—A Kalkaska man named Hard, who
Artificial cork ia among the recent
for 4,000 guineas, a 3-year-old for 3,600 peared at the hall on the evening of
[Philadelphia telegram.]
went over to Cheboygan to settle, invested
German inventions. The method of There was a crash on the Camden and Atand a 2-year-old for 2,200.
election with a suspicious looking bun$200 in three-card monte the first crack he
production consists of mixing powdered
dle, and approachingthe gentleman cork with starch and water, and knead- lantic Railroad this morning. Two trains had at his new location.
Rats are multiplyingin Australia with the straight ballots asked if he ing the mass while boiliqg hot until it come together with terribleforce. Eight
—Mrs. Philo Wilson, relict of the late
about as fast as rabbits. The climate
might see them. The request was is thoroughly mixed. The substance is people were killed, and of the dozen or Judge Wilson, died at Adrain after an illthen poured into molds for forming the more wounded several will probably die.
is favorableto their living out of doors.'
granted, and unwittinglythe whole
ness of long duration,aged 82 years. She
articles,and afterward dyed at a very At 8:30 a train of three cars left Camden,
They are beginning to be very destruc- package of ballots was passed over, and
high temperature.The material is de- N. J., for Lakesidewith children from the and her husband were among the very eartive to crops. The field rats often inbefore it was passed back the ’ package scribed as quite light, and possesses Second Presbyterian Church on an excur- liest pioneer settlers in I^nawee County.
vade houses if a door happens to’be left
sion. At 7 o’clockan accommodation train
—Betsey Dickson, aged 85, a widow of
of crooked ballots had been substituted. non-conducting properties.
open. Sometimes the members of a The gentleman then* stood up Mid ped
Gourds are highly useful as well as of seven cars left Atlantic City for Camden 1812, comes to Adrain regularlyand exeand Philadelphia.The trains should have
family and visitors are obliged to arm died the crooked ballots, and very ornamental Gourd shells are largely
cutes her pension vouchers. She is able to
passed at Ashland Station.Superintendent
used
in the south for dipping water,
themselves and drive the rats out of the

house.
One

man

of the

nicely succeeded in lifting himself out

'

’

,

of office, t

only two remaining Ro he

was a study when
the sharp little trick

His face

discovered

milestones in Great Britain- is in which had been played upon him.

Cannon streeCLondon,thfe .other being
in Chesierhoim,in Northumberland.

Before the Criminal Court at Mannheim, Germany, a terrible case was
There is Roman work about the Tower lately tried. An aged day-laborer,
Jof London. XJhtU quite recently an old
Stumpf, by name, goc out of work on

Roman

turret was standing within a

hundred yards

account of poor health, and became in

Ludgate Hill Station

of

course of time a confirmed invalid. His
yet be seen a wife, who is 62 years old, at first helped
splendid specimen of the originalRo
bravely by taking in washing, but after

may

and in Cripplegate

man

wall.

awhile she took to drinking, and lost

From a French
brought to light, it

Bannard sent a telegram to the operator at
Ashland to hold the accommodation on a
side track there until the excursion had
passed. Somehow the accommodation got
by Ashland, and about a mile this side
rushed headlonginto the excursion train.
, “I was sitting in the smoker of the accommodation, n said James Anderson, of
Atco, N. J., “when I heard the shrill whistle
of a locomotive, which was followed by
In the island of San Domingo there similar signals from another locomotive
is a remarkable salt mountain, a mass close by. I thought that something was
of crystallinesalt nearly four miles wrong, and I immediatelyjumped to my
long, estimated to contain 89,337,600 feet. At that instant the air-brake was aptons, and so clear that typo can be read plied. and the movement of the train was
through a block a foot thick. The brought to a stop so suddenly and with such
mountain,geologists say, was once a force as to throw me down on the floor of
the car. I quickly regained my feet, and on
plain at the bottom of the sea, and, as
glancing around I found that all the other
the island rose from the ocean, this
passengers, of whom there --were about
plain formed the bottom of a shallow
twenty in the car, had also been thrown out
lagoon, where the salt was deposited.
of their seats. This was all the work of a

and in place of drinking-cups. They
may be raised in this latitude by planting the seed very early and training the
vines on a trellis or on trees or bushes.
The plants can be started in a box in
the house during cold weather, and
transferredto the open ground when
the weather becomes warm.

state paper, lately customer after customer. How hard it
appears that in 1770 went with the old couple may be judged

do her

own work and

gets

around very easi-

ly. She has decided to breakup housekeeping and visit around among her children.

— The shipments from the port
City for the month of

May

Lumber,

of

Bay

were as follows:

feet ............... ...........
Bhtnirie.piece* .........................
1%2*.000
Lath, piece. ............................
Timber, cubic feet .....................
W.MJ
Stave. ..................................
Balt, barrel.. ...........................
4»380
.

MWW

—A

lone and curiously marked hawk, of
unknown variety,has been visiting Pe*
toskey recentlyand making a nuisance of

an

himself byldllingallthe canary birds he
could And hanging out of doors. He is but
larger

little

than

a robin,

and

is beautifully

marked with orange and red.

—A Mr. Knickerbocker,of Chelsea, has
near few seconds, and was followed by a terri- for years acted in a very eccentricmanner*
Batesville, Arkansas, in large quantities. ble crash os tho two trains came together. and of late his peculiaritieshave taken a
A belt of it, fifteen miles by six miles, The smoking-carwas the third from tho more pronounced form than ever. Since
has recentlybeen discovered near the locomotive, and was pretty well used up.
After the collisionoccurred we all scram- Jan. 1 he has not been out of his room, and
town, and is one of the largest deposits
bled out of the cor, some escaping by the
known, the manganese at the same time, windows. Both locomotiveswere cpm- for days at a time he will not partake of
it is said, being the most valuable that pletelvdemolishedby the collision, and the food.
—The building on the northeastcomer of
said to others she would be glad if the has ever been found anywhere. The (escapingsteam made it impossible for some
shoes with high heels, or false hips
mines
have
been
opened,
and
work
has
time for any one to approach within fifty Tenth and Jackson streets, Bay City, occuold man would die. On the last day of
shall seek to enticq ifcfo the baiyls o
been going on for some time. The feet of the
pied by D. Spear A Co. as a grocery, and
February
then* rent became due. The
marriage any male subject of his Majes“Great excitementexisted among the
supply is said to be inexhaustible and
Fred Wager as a residence,was partially dety, shall be prosecuted for witchcratt municipalityrefused assistance, because is being shipped daily to Pittsburgh, people in the two trains, especiallyamong
stroyed by fire. Spear’s loss is $12,000;
the
women
and
children
composing
the
exit was feared the old woman would Pennsylvania,and other manufacturing
and declared incapable of marriage.”
cursion train. The sight presented after insurance, $800. Wager’s loss is $300 ; no
' '
spend the money for whisky, and a son cities.
the accident occurred was a terrible one.
Glue is made of hides, horns, skins, The train-handsand the male nasseneers insurance.
Most bells were originallyfeminine, of Stumpf who formerly had done a lit—The propeller California,from Chicago
hoofs, and ears of horses, oxen, calves, Were running to and fro, so much excited
now the two or three that are called by tle toward supportingthe old people
and sheep. These are first cleansed of that they were unable to render any assist- to Montreal,with a cargo of bom and
Christian names in England are mascu- was in hard straits himself. However, grease and dirt in lime-water,then aance to the injured and dyinfl."
twelve passengers, strock a reef off Sand
line. The most celebratedGreat Tom, the landlord was kind enough to per- steeped in clean water and the water • As soon as partial quiet had been restored Beach Harbor and had her bottom stove in.
the uninjured went to the assistanceof the
at Oxford, was originally named Mary mit the poor people to stay. On March pressed out. They are then boiled in
The crew and passengers were saved. The
wounded.
clean water and the skimmings taken
Tresham, the Vice Vice-Chancellor of 4, Mrs. Stumpf appeared at the police
Fireman Nicholas Barber was taken out scows Curlew and Greenback were wrecked
off, after which they are strained. The
dead, with his entrails protruding.
the period writes: “Oh, beautifulMa- station and reported that her husband liquid thus obtained is then boiled down
Mail Agent Winfield Hiles was, with off the mouth of Saginaw River.
ry, how musically she sounds.” 1 She had cut his throat. When closely ques- until it is thick enough to be poured in—John Vaughn, a farmer, living near
has done little to belie this reputation tioned she told the following story : On to moulds, where it hardens and is cut
Dexter, went to the house of a neighbor
into cakes. The cakes, while still soft,
since she became Tom. Once only, in the evening of March 3, she and her
named Mike Hobin the other night. A
are cut into thin slices. The slices are call “Here I am.” and was thus found.
the year of 1800. Tom got into disgrace husband had talked for a long time
quarrel followed, during which Hobin shot
When
gotten
ont
he
could
not
give
much
dried, and are ready for sale — IFoodaccount of himself, as he was terribly in- Vaughn in the left lung with a revolverand
by a series of incontinent strikings about their hardships until she had fal- Worker.

the following Parliamentary decree from the fact that all they had to live
was solemnly passed and duly regis- on was the pay Stumpf received for
tered under King Louis XV. : “Whoso- watching a store two or three times a
week over night, getting about seven
ever, by means of red or white paint,
perfumes, essences, artificial teeth, false and a half cents each time His wife
was no comfort to him, and frequently
hair, cotton wool, iron corsets, hoops,

Manganese has been found

wreck.

•

'

f which greatly alarmed the undergrad- len to sleep. About midnight her husuates, who were divided in opinion as band bad risen again and had gone into
to “whether there was an earthquake, an adjoining garret He staid away so
the Dean was dead or the college on long that she followed him and found
him standing in the garret, his throat
.
bared and an open razor in his hand.
A very pretty custom, which has He had asked her to cut his throat At
since been followed, was introduced at first she had refused to do it, but at last
a fashionable wedding recently at the she had consented and slashed him
Savoy Chapel Royal, London. The across the throat He had fallen to the
choir formed a procession down the floor and she had left the room thinkaisle to meet the bride and then walked ing that he would bleed to death. Re-

fire.”

’

back before her to their places in the

church chanting a bridal hymn.
moral support
ing girl

is

who has

A

thus given to a falterusually to walk up the

aisle the observed of all observers,

and

on

the

overhearing,perhaps, remarks

Dr. Poore, of London, in contrasting
coffee and tea, says the former contains
more alkaloidal stimulant and the latter
more tannin. Tea calls for less digestive efforts than coffee, but the tannin
of tea injures digestion after a time.
Out of ninety samples of ground coffee
purchased in London shops only five
were found to be wholly genuine. It is
often remarked that “two wrongs don’t
make a right,” but here at least is an
illustrationshowing how one evil, adulteration with harmless grains, may
counteract another, an excessive use of
coffee (or what is thought to be coffee)
turning after about fifteen minutes she
as a beverage. — Dr. Foote's Health
had found him still alive and even Monthly.
strong enough to walk with her assist“Good Morning.”
ance. She had wiped off the blood from
It is astonishing how old this saluhim, placed a piece of cloth over the tation is, and how it differsamongst vawound and put him to bed. The next rious races. The Greeks wished a man

redness of her nose or some defect in day he had indicated to her

by

signs to

her dress not very reassuring. After
•he had not been able to articulate a
the ceremony the choir again formed in sound— that he wanted her to cut off
procession and walked before the bride his head entirely. She had then led
and groom down the aisle to the en- him back to the garret, cut him a second
and killed him. The court became satisfied that the woman’s story
time,

trance gate.
It was believed

a few days ago that was

true. The circumstance that none of

the world was wearying of internationalthe neighborsheard any struggle and
and local industrialoxhibitions;
but the the fact that there were two blood pudtendency to hold them seems to be as dles, one fresher than the other, in the
strong as ever, especially in our

own

_

garret, and no trace of blood in the bedf

__

be of “good cheer.” The Romans

trusted their friends might, that day,
find themselves in a state of health and
safety. But when the matter is looked
into the reason explains itself. The
Greek was a gay dog, and happiness at
any cost was his ideal. Hence be of
“good cheer”— make tho most of the
moment. The Romans, however, surrounded by the cares of a vast empire,
threatened now by one foe and again by
another, used a more solemn greeting.
“Health” was his first wish, because his
idolized Rome was surrounded by fogs.
“Safety” was bis second wish, for at any
moment the fateful end of all things

where several exhibitions, seemed to confirm what the woman
both of an industrial and scientific said, and spoke against the theory that might come. In China “good morning" almost grows comic. It means
character, will be held this year, nota- Stumpf had been killed against his
there “Have you eaten your rice, and is
bly the great “World’s Exposition” at will. The woman was sentenced to five your stomach working well?” Fancy
New Orleans, held in commemoration years in the penitentiary.
putting these phrases to an Englishcountry,

jured internally, and died in a short time.
also shot at another man. Hobin has been
Frank Fenton, the surveyor of the road,
arrested.
He shot at a woman recentlyfor
who was on the train, was taken out after
about two hours’ work, mangled in a terri- a small offense.
ble manner.
—An affrar occurred at Whitmore Lake,
Both engineers were killed.
Conductor Albert Smith and tho brake- a short distance from Brighton, which

man, Gustavus Edwards, of the Lakeside
train, were taken out dead. Smith was
counting his tickets in the front car. It was
nearly an hour and a half after the accident
before medical attendancewas gotten on
the ground. The most affecting thing of
the affair was the fact that the daughter of
Civil Engineer Fenton was on the excursion train. She looked for her father and
was told that he wns safe and had gone
ahead to flag the trains. She then waited

and walked to Haddoufield.In a few
minutes after she had gone her father was
taken out of the ruins, his head almost flattened where it had been crushed.
: The point where the collision occurred is
consideredthe worst on the line. It is
about two miles from Haddonfleld, and one
mile from Ashland, with a heavy down
grade and curve in both directions. In the
middle of the curve is a wooden bridge over
Cooper’s Creek. There is 'traly a single
tracK on the curve, with a light embankment on either side. The accommodation
was running at the rate of tjventy-twomiles
an hour when it entered the curve.

Hunted Down.
[Ogden (Utah) Dlupatch l
Last

would have proven fatal for Milton Todd,

Green Oak, had assistancenot reached
him in time. It seems that Todd and one
of

Pete View, formerly a nototfous saloonkeeper at the lake, were both keeping company with a Miss Graham, and happened to
meet at her

home

at the

same time on the

Todd was shown ths
preferenceduring the evening and View
night in question.

disappeared. At a late hour, while returning

home

dence darkness, the favoriteof

in the

the evening was suddenly waylaid and
beaten. View was arrested for the crime
by the father of the injured young

Jail to await

examinationon the charge of

assault with intent to kill.

Health la Michigan.
Reports to the State Board of Health, Lanstmt
by observers of disease* in differentparts of the

Bute show the principal diseases which caused
most sickness in Michigan during the week
ending June 7, 1884, as follows. Number of observers heard from, 47 :

M

week nine Montana horse-thieves,

one of the thieves accompanied by his wife
and three children,successfully “stood off”
eight pursuers and got away with fifty head

Diseases In Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.

of stolen horses, driving them into Idaho.

Another party of pursuers was organized at
Eagle Rock, Idaho, who took up the robbers’ trail and captured a man and his wife
and children and three horses near Camas.
Following the trail of the remainderof the
man. Yet, after all, the Chinaman band up Snake River Valley to Rexof the first shipment of cotton from
A Successful Operation.
shows a good deal of wisdom in his salu- burg, a Mormon settlement, the purthis country to England. Next year a
“That is probably the most success- tation. A good appetite for breakfast, suers “treed their game" Friday night
great American Exhibitionwill be
ful operation ever performed*” re- be it a bread-and-buttermeal, or be it a in a house occupied by a Mormon named
Ricks. The pursuing party surrounded the
opened at London, devoted almost ex- marked one physicianto another.
repast on rice, means— as a rule— a good
house and waited for their men to emerge.
“It is, indeed,” was the enthusiastic day, and following a good day, a good
clusively to American mechanical and
About 8 o’clock yesterdaymorning two of
agriculturalproductions, and at Ant. reply. “I should say that tho tumor night, and with a good night, pleasant the thieves came out of the house and startsleep, and renewed strength for tbe ed for the stables. They were met by a
weighs not less than eighty pounds.”
werp will be opened an international
“At least that. I have made arrange- morning again. A man whose stomach, peremptory command, “Throw up your
exhibition under the patronage of that ments to have it carefully preserved, too, is working well, is a man whose bands,” a request that was immediately
enterprisingmonarch, King Leopold of and it cannot but prove of great bene- temper is equable,and who will, there- obeyed, but one hand of each of the robfore, generally speaking,be happy and bers containeda murderous six-shooter.
Belgium. The internationalexposition fit to the art of surgery.”
happy-minded.
Upon these considera- Before they had time to use their weap“Undoubtedly. You must allow me
still remains a most effective method of
ons one of them was shot dead and the othto congratulate you, doctor, on your tions, therefore, it would almost seem
givibg to the nations a knowledgeof success in this matter. You have re- that Pigtailed John’s “good morning^ er captured. The remainder of the party
surrendered and will bo taken to Montana.
their common progress in the useful flected great credit on the profession. is the wisest of those named.
All of the stolen horses except five were
and ornamental arts, and one promotive Well, I must leave you at this corner.
Miss Emily Faithful says: What was recovered^
Good-day; I suppose I will see you at
of international trade. It may be mencompetence in the days of our grandthe faneral."—Philadelphia Call. *
CHIPS.
fathers is now regarded as a scanty pittioned that California will have a
Chickens are now hatched ont by tance, the luxuries of the parents are
“World’s Fair” either next year or in
A citizen of New Orleans is making a
tbe aid of electricity. The nest or the necessaries of the children. On all fortune sellingiced tea.
__
basket is filled with fine hay, upen sides there is a reckless determination
Yalleb Doo and Raw Dog are the
which the eggs are laid. The cover is to enjoy the present and leave the
Boston Post : A bit of sharp practice
names
of two little towns south of Heppa thick layer of soft down attached to a future to take care of itself. The spirit
worthy of a politician happened in Bos- round box containing coih* of wire. of show and sham is everywhere. Ser- ner, Oregon.
MB. A. W. Habmon, of Savannah, has a
ton recently. It appears that an organ- These are heated by an electric current, vants, too, emulate their mistresses in
team of gray horses which has taken the
ization was about holding its annual whose temperatureis regulated by a spending on their back all the money
they can pet The servant of the period one hundredthbridal couple to the nuptial
meeting for the election of officers. thermometer placed on the cover.
j
When the heat becomes too great the is lazy and worthless, for her mind is
There was no opposition to the canditwo-horse
_____
trucks
Thjbtt THOUSAND two-ht
rise of the mercury cuts the coils out of not on her work, but on making a disdates mentioned and it was pretty well circuit and allows them to cool All play. Good mistresses make good ser- employed in tbe business of New York
understood who the officers would be. the attention required is to sprinkle vants. Reform in this case must begin city Upwards of $20,000,000 is invested

_

1

Neuralgia...

2
a

Rheumatism ............
Intermittent fever ......

4

Consumption of lungs.

0

18

Bronchitis
Tonslllti*.
Influenza .......
Cholera morbus. ••eseeoe
Remittent fever..........
Inflammationof kidneys.
Erysipelas ................
Whooping oough. ........
Pneumonia ...............

14

Diphtheria

15

Measles ......
Boarlet fever. . ........

8
7
8
9
1C
11
12

16

....

Inflammationof bowels..
1 Cholera Infantum .......
> Inflammationof brain.
.
Cerebrospinalmeningitis
l Tyoho- malarial fever. ....
! Typhoid fever (enteric)...
_J Dysentery................
17

.

. .

»

Membraneouscroup ......
25 Puerperal fever
24

.

1886.

_

_

ceremonies.

•

A gentleman who was mentioned for a and turn the eggs once each day.
9

•

above and work downward.

in this industry.

man

Wastenaw County

and was lodged in the

For the week ending June 7, 1»4, the
Indicatethat cholera morbus cc—
creased, that diphtheria, cholera
diarrhea Increased,and that *•

tag the week ending June 7 were
solute and the relative bumldltr and
orone considerablymore, and the

more.
the weekending June

7,

,

and

1
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, June

1884.

21,

FIUOKIL or TBS SENSUAL SYNOD.
As w* have,

io sur

two prsTiooi

iigues,

published t portion ot the proceedings of
the Synod of the
is

lows : “Apples promise well, a full aver-

may bo expected, and the same &IUU8 VI J.1UVO, VBUUIOVf uauaun
choice California Canned Goods at
said of pears, and cherries, and
PESSINK’S.

age crop

may be
plums also where the necessary precau-

-

tions are taken against the attacks of the

lee.

curcullo, the trees being all well loaded.

Families desiring Ice at any time or for
the season can leave their orders at the

average. As

full

to

of Interest to

our read-

grapes a

C.

it

19-tf.

is

estimate, as the crop

ers, wo think it right that we should and even then te certain varieties. In
some ef our orchards there are hardly any
give something of the men who composed
while ethers make a fair shewing in certhat body, and hare consequentlycomtain varieties. The leading varieties in
piled the following brief skotcheo
Rot. Dr. Oordon, of Manhassett.L. I., this respect are Early Rivers nearly an
:

R RANTERS & SONS.

KREMERS & BANGS,

Straw Hats of
A

BERT8CH.

!

all Descriptions

!

Blank Books.

CIGARS,

variety of

large

Crockery, Stone

A hew

stock.

Goods

Stationery,

Druggists.

stock of Parasols, Fans, Handkerchiefs, Ladles and Children’i Collars,
etc., just received. Call and examine our
D.
IS-tf

DEALER IN
Confectionery,

Summer Dress

Strictly pure Paris Green, Powdered
Hellebore and Insect Powder at

this season is cenfioed to certain localities,

STEKETEE & BOS
bar* a toll line of

the per cent ef the hardware store of

peach crop that may be leaked for,

Reformed Church, such rather difficultto

we deemed wss

and

Strawberries promise well,

(Succeseor to L. T. Kantora,)

& Glassware. And Tardea aad

GOODS

DE/ST

_

Our handsome Ice Cream Parlors are being rented and wiU be, when completed, the most mag-

Which we Intend to keep ea completeas poe
average crop, the Alexander, Hill Chili
The Fourth of July is at hand and we BH,le embracing all the the lateet and beet made
and
Early Barnard following with a fair are ready again to sell our old customers,
tises on "The Church and Rer Sacrashewing of fruit, these being followed by as well as many new ones, all kinds of
We have In Block ceistantly
ments,” '‘The Divinity of Christ ” etc.
other varieties with some promise ef fruit, Fireworks, Flags, Ice Cream, Lemons,
Mr. R. H. Yeghte, a retired merchant
Oranges, Cocoanuts, Cigars, and everyand an elder from Somerville,N. J., car- the Crawford making the poorest showing. thing wanted for a large er small celebraried on a considerabletrade with Grand Some ef our orchards will perhtps yield
and a superior stock of Canned Goods.
tion. Special terms given.
Rapids crockery dealers thirty years ago.
Jno. Pbssink.
about 88 per cent of an average crop, hut
Rev. H. N. Cobb, D. D.} Secretary of
I do not think the average in general will
Angltr's Complete Outfit
the Board of Foreign Missions, wss for
exceed
25 per cent.”
We are agents for the Celebrated “Dock" Brand
three yean In the employ of the AmeriThis is our latest and best outfit. It
The proepects above given have been consists of a floe 11 foot jointed rod, with of Plug Tobiuico. Every customer baying this tocas Board— A. B. C. F.M." among the
bacco has a chance of drawing ea alarm clock.
Nestorians of Persia.
partially decreased since the writing brass tips and ferrates ; 1 bob; 1 cork bob
Prof. Wm. H. Crosby, of New York owing te the “curled leaf,” which is caus- with hook and line; 6 sinkers;2 forty foot
sea-grass lines and 1 shorter; 12 assorted DECOEATED AND PLAIN FLOWER POTS.
city, a lay delegate, from 1841 to 1849 he
ing the fruit to fall.
hooks; 3 trout and 2 bass flies; 1 fine bait
was professor of Latin in Rutger’s college,
box, hinged cover and highly ornamented ; FARMERS' PRODUCE
IN
New Brunswick, N. J., and1 from 1849 to
Calendar of OomamoementWeek at
1 trolling hook and 1 reel holding 40 feet
1800 occupiedthat chair in Columbia colEXCHANGE.
Hope College.
of line. T his isa splendid outfi t for those
lege, New York, from which he graduated
C. 8TBKBTEE A BOS.
Holla no. May M,
SS-ly
who delight in fishing.Price $1, or 8 for
in 1827.
Examination of Undergraduate classes $2.75. Remit by postal note or cur
Rev. Wm. D. Perry, «f Hudson, N. Y.,
rency.
of Publication.
for eight years the able and successful Wednesday te Friday, June 18—20.
17-4t. J. C. COLBY CO., Chicago, 111.
TATE OP MICHIGAN, Count/ of Ottawa. Exhibition ef PreparatoryDepartment,
principal of the classical academy of Huds.s. In the Clrcait Court of the County of
son, in which his wife was the popular Monday, 28rd inst. 2% P. M.
Ottawa-lNChavcbbt.
assistant,is the guest of Mr. Geo. W.
DKLORA A. HUNGEBFORD.
Meeting of Counoil on Tuesday, Juno
Gatos. He was the tallest man in the
Complainant.
synod, standing 0 ft. 4J in. high, sod 24th, 10 A. M. Alumni Dinner, and Buisness meeting ef Alumni. Exercises ef Special
weight 340 pounds.
Notice. ALBERT F. HUNGER FORD,
is

Domestic Traits.

Also a very large end aeaorted Block of

the author of several theological trea-

fabncV

_

nificentof any In the city.
Ceol and refreshing Soda Water drawn from the

fin^equ.ppedjeuntain
In the city can be ob-

FRESH GROCERIES

MB

GZVS

A. OAJLZs.
A. F.

Holland, Mkh., May

PLUG TOBACCO!

15.

8

LOOTER,

1884.

15-lm

ATTENTION
Farmers and

TAKEN

Woodsmen.

1864.

We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
Elm Stare Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Staffe Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Reading Bolls 38 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolls, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 90 Inches long.
For making contractsor farther information apply to Filter's Stave Factory.

Order

p|ew

Awewor’g

Elder R N. Pcrlee, of New York city, Alumni Associationin College Chapel, 8
the guest of Mr. Henry Bpring, is the sen- P.M. iv=ior partner of the world-famed firm of
General Commencement, on WednesGeo. Mathers & Sons, manufacturers of
day
25th inst. 10 A. M.
printinginks. They made the ink for
Appleton's Picturesque America, and supply the ink for the engravingsof Harper’s Chur oh Itonu with tho Services for
To-morrow.
Magazine, and for publications in Chins.

vnr

6>

Defendant.

Hollimd.

)

u

Clerk’s Offlce. Jane 17th, 1884.
To Teauis Keppel, Jacob 6mitaL Baatian Van
Ry, Ellen Vani ben
James Bronwor, Bas
Den Ber^e.
1
tian Kruidenler. H. W}khni«en. B. J. Harrington.
James Westvoer,Mrs. A. Van Ry, Oerryt 8leuk,
John Van Landegend. First Reformed Church,
Hope College, Isaac Thompson, Headrick Geerlings,Marinas Jensen, P. Basnnan and City of
Holland. You and each of yon are hereby notified
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M. that a special assessment roll for the grading and
Rev. John De Baun, D. D., the presiimprovingof Cedar street special street assessdent elect of Hope College, is pas- Steffens,Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. in., ment district, bas been reportedby the Board of
tor of the Reformed church at Fonda, and 2 p. m. Sunday School 3 :30. Weekly Aseessors to the Common Council of the city of
N. Y.. He was for manv years the prayer meeting with thev Third Re- Holland, and filed In this office, and that tbe Common Council bas fixed upon the 8th day of July,
leading ministeroftheelassis of Schenformed
Church,
on
Thursday,
at 7:30. A. D. 1884, at 7:80 o'clock,p. m., at the Common
ectady, N. Y., and is an able ecclesiastiCouncil rooms, in said city, as the time and place
cal lawyer, an ex-presidentof General
Hope Reformed Church— Services at when and where they wifi meet with the said
Synod and a prominent man in the Re- 10:36 a. m., and 7 :30 p. m. Preaching in Board of Assessors to review said roll.
By order of the Common Council.
formed church.
GEO. H. SIPP, City Clerk.
the morning by Rev. Charles A. Dutton,
20— Sw
One of tho notable features In the dress
and in the evening by Rev. N. M. Stefof the delegates at the Synod was the number of gold watch keys worn. These are fens. Congregationalsinging led by the

the tokens of membership in the “ Phi
Betta Kappa" society, which consist of
graduates of the classics! course in the
colleges and universitiesof the east. The
key is awarded only to those who stand
high in scholarship.

The Rev. E. Tanjore Corwin, D.

D.,
the chairman of the committee on overtures is one of the men who carry the history and legislativeprecedents of the Reformed church in his head. He is a master of details, having issued three editions
of the “Manual of the Reformed Church,”
and is now engaged on a digest of the legislation of the church during the last 300
years.

.

Dissolution Notice.

come.

choir. Opening anthems. All are wel
i

Third Reformed Church— Rev.
Broek, Pastor. Services

2 p.

m. Sunday

at

D.

9:30 a. m., and

Prayer meeting, Thursday eveoing at 7:30.

be

ducted by Rev. N. M. Steffens,and

De Bey,

Holland, Mich., May

W-

BOS MAN,

Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—

Services at 9:39 a. m., and 2 p.

m.

Sun-

day school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning,

Merchant

George, Pastor. Services at

10

GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,

A large and very

fine line

among which

graphy and pronunciation,having been

I"

~

Anglicised
iglicisedto Cole. His age Is 62 years!
He is a graduate of Rutgers college,N.J..
and spent over twenty years of his enrlier
life as a teacher, being for several ye >r»
professor of Greek at Rutgers. Ninteeo
years ago he was called to the paslorate'of
the Reformed church at Yonkers, N. Y.,
a beautiful residence city just over the

was Satan. Tbe

The
tayt :

crop report of the Secretary of State

“For

this repert returns have

pent that tempted Eve, was only a

common

ing an expert ventriloquist, spoke through the
serpent. Tbe tent is qnite commodious, capable
of seating abont 150 persons. The first few evenings there waa a good attendance,but as tbe
novelty wears off, the attendanceand Interest!
diminishing. Tbe meetings will continne this
week and perhaps
W. B.

longer.

a

diabolical

boday.

No

this trip,

sixteen of these are from 418 townships in
the

MUtbern four tiers of counties. The

gnod growth daring the month, aud spring
has stone well. Wheat is very
irted thin

"

that

on

the ground,

eo clay

The

l*nd being

condition in the
is

estimated

Bucklen’s Arnica Salvo.
Tho heat salve in tbe world for Cuts,

skin eruptions, and positive-

or no pay required.

We

m

|| IN!
B.

„

&
----

NWVl
-ava D»V^5»SM
DlSMASas.0*lynrt
-

'

...... Treatiie tod fa

HEROLD j

trial

md

HoLLiND, Mich., March 13, 1884.

bottlefree to
box when
afidme
• of

u.Pa.

See LXa,-,

UDS.

HMj

The Great Events of History In One Volume.

AMOU5 decisive

BATTLES

Of tbe World. By OAPT. KING, U. 8. A.
HISTORY FROM THE RATTLR FIELD.
Hbows how nations have been made or destroyed
in a day— how Fame or disaster baa turned on a
single contest, A Grand Book fo
for Old or Yonngsaves time, aids the memory, git
[Ives pleasure and
Instruction. Maps and Fine
inn
......
Instrations.

AGENTS
------ WANTED
-------- EVERT
EVERYWHERE, bend

warn

rcuinm

LIVEH

Smoto Healthy

to the Livaf
relieve all billoo* troubles.
MyTsmaMa-.Voariyiac.FriMBe. 121 Dnggiitt.

description and terms. Address:
J. C. McCcrdt A* Co., Philadelphia.

s

dim

^Appjdito, Indigestion, Biliousness,Dyspep-

Orubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula i Erysipelas.

II
FOST1B, MILSTTBJf

ft

COH Proprietors, BoflUo, Hew York.

also keep on hand a large aseortment of

SPECTACLES
—anil

a—

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

1884

Millinery and Fancy Goads.
BONNETS, HATS, FLOWERS.
FEATHERS, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, SILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES.
HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.

It is

25 cents per hex.

will furnish parties with

SPRING AND SUMMER.

ever displayed la this City.

the Goods

to be just as

am

are warranted

Jersey Jackets,

Gossamer Water

represented.

prepared to do repairing and engraving
la the beet manner.

everything promptly aad

needed fer Sabbath School Picnics, also
Come and examine our stock. No
societies or prlvato parties. Special attention given to everything In that line. trouble to show Goods.
are also
Give us a call, ah we guarantee MtlafacO. BREYMAN.
as foi- tiun at
Holland. Mich., May 12, 1394. > 43 -lv
PESSINK’S BAKERY.

report

EIGHTH STREET.

DIAMOND RINGS 1884.

I

one year ago.

WYNHOFF.

|| mStHeST
NerveRebtorer

, ,

r-

The largestassortmentof

guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,tr All

money refunded. Price
For sale by H. Walsh.

46,

SEE US

sonable Prices,

Rheum, Fever

Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,

ly cures Piles,

B.
1888.

14,

Oold and Silver Watches at Rea-

Cor. of Allegan Gazette.

all

NO.

m

Silnnuti flitiinn, ui Fucj Cook

I

Corns, and

CALL

DIAMONDS,

wrapped in oblivion, was the distinguished memento of that delightful ex-

Bruisea, Sores, Ulcers, Salt

Goods delivered free of charge,
Holland, June

Jewelry, Watches,

***lh“l during May has been on the

more favorable than during
May, 1868. Wheat and grass have made

•

done.

for

be

cursion.—

them.

oil of oratory

but Willie Twin-

received from 901 correspondents,repre- log’s illnesa, the cause of which shall ever

and

•Dealer in-

Another band of fishermenmade an ex

see

Repairing neatly and promptly

F

Otto Breyman

have the agency in this city

These lamps are a great immovement on all other lamps
oth as to quantity of oil
t:
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and

GROVER HAND SEWED

12-ly

snake,

but that Satan was hid lu bushes near by, and, be-

been characterized

renting 681 townships. Six hundred

1881.

devil formed like man. aad explained that the ser-

northern boundary of New York, and carrion to Macatawa Bay. Wm. Fleetsome seventeen miles from the city hall, wood caught 2,941 ranslan-gums,but Bill
in which pesilion he still remains. Many Morehead captured a 75 pound muskaof the clergy In attendance at the synod
looge; while His solemnly declared that
were formerly bis pupils.
J. W. Jones discharged a seven shooter at

t

Holland, Mich., April 2d,

speaker took the ground that there is a veritable

and complete line of

Needle Gas Lamp.

arc the celebrated

of

GS

full

for the celebrated

SHOES.

:30 a. m.,

White Goods,

always on hand.

I

NECKWEAR, HAT3 AND CAPS, ETC.

STJITIISr

of tbe evening'sdiscourse

Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery,

has just received a large stock ef tbe latest
styles of Ladies’ aud Gentlemen's

Clothing,

and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school a: 12 m.

ject

WYNHOFF

B.

HEROLD CROCKERY

GIVE ME A CALL.

Rev. D. A. Cole. D. D., president«f
the Synod, is a member of one of the oldDutch families of New York, its record
running back to 1623, only fourteen years
after the first settlemont— the original
name Kool in order to harmonize ortho-

at the store of

Eto„ In endless variety.

G. J. Diikema, Complainant'sSolicitor.17-7t

BOOTS & SHOES

and dealer in

Rev. Herman C. Berg is pastor oft he
Reformed church at College Point, a town Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
on Long Island Sound, opposite New Morning, Memorial service to Bishop
York city, inhabited chieflyby New York Simpson. Evening, “Where to look."
have Just been received and all who desire a good
CUSTOM-MADE suit of Clothes will do well to
business men. Mr. Berg, after seven yenrs
educationat Rutger’s college and the ReBlendon.
formed church seminary, spent three years
Tub Seventh Day Advents are holding evening
at a German university. His fathers as
the famous Joseph Berg, for many years meetingsIn a tent in a beantifulgrove on the farm
a leading pulpit orator In Philadelphia
~ lad<
of Mr. Rogets in North Blondou. Your corres- Our large stock of READY-MADE CLOTHING
will be sold at bottom prices.
and the opponent of Archbishop Hugh'*. pondent attended tbe services one evening this
Bis brother-in-law is the Rev. Chester I). week. Tbe speaker, a lady named Lane, of
Hartranft, (brother of the ex-goveruerof Cooperaville,illustratedher subjectwith charts, Examine our Goods before purchasPennsylvaniaof that name) president nf one of which, from tbe number of feiocions looking elsewhere.
tho Hartfordtheological seminary of the ing animals ou it, your informant ignorantly misCongregationalchurch.
J. w. BOSMAN,
took for one of P. T. Banrom’s posters.The sub-

hi «n<

AREND VISSCHER,

Tailor,

Ready-Made

the stock of

Dry Goods & Groceries,

Circuit Court Commissioner,Ottawa county, Mlcb.

E.

in the

J.

In

17-4w.

of Chicago, is

old Bleepy Hollow church, near which “Trust in the Lord, a rich, true, charmWashington Irving lies buried. This ing and fitting Gospel."
quaint edifice, erected about A. D. 1700,
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Seris used for Sunday afternoon services during the summer. Mr. Allen is a vigorous vices at 9 a. m., 1:30 and 7 p. in. The
speaker and a writer of more than avenme
services will he conducted by Rev. J. A.
power of expression. One othischuich
officers is Major Marshall O. Bright, the Do Bruyn, pastor.
well-known editor of the Chrittianat
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
TForA;, which formerly had for Its figure-

i

1884.

U gting on

A

Rev. John K. Allen of Tarrytown, N.
“Not any kind of works can be the
Y., is nastor of the Reformed church of
Tarrvtown, which hts for its chapel the ground of our justification.” Afternoon,

head the Rev. DeWitt Talmage.

24,

ED. VER 8CHURE, Supt.
Yan Putteo & Sons' store.

Genuine Cyclone

resident defendant.
And it is further orderedthat within twenty
days after the date hereof, the said complainant
canse a notice of this order to be published in
the Hollimd Crrr News, a newMpaper printed,
pnblished and circulatingin said County,and that
such publicationbe continued therein at leaat
once In each week for six weeks In succession,or
that she csose a copy of this order io be personally
served on said non-resident defendant,at leaat
twenty days before tbe above time prescribed for
his appearance.
Dated at Holland. Ottawa Crunty, this twentysecond day of May, In tbe vent A. D. 1884.

con-

expected to occupy the pulpit.
First Church,

Hnogerford cause M* appearance to be entered
herein, within four montne from the date of thla
order, and In case of his appearancethat he canse
hit answer to the complsiuant's bill of complaint
to be filed, and a copy thereof to be served on
said complainant’ssolicitorwithin twenty days
after service on bim of a copy of said bill and
notice of this order: and that In default thereof,
said bill be taken os confessedby the said non-

PETER PRIN8,
CORN EL W DE JONG.

School at 3:45 p. m.

In the morning the services will

afternoon Rev. B.

The co-partnership heretofore existing between
Peter Prfns and Cornelia De Jong, under the firm
name of P. Prins A Co., is this day dissolved by
mutual consent. All accounts both in favor of and
against tbe late firm, will be settled by the new
firm, Prtns A Geeriinps.

It aatirhcAorily appearing to this coart byaffl
davit on file, that the defendant.Albert F. Hongerford is not a resident of this htate, bat resides
at JameMown, Stutlsman County, Dakota, on
motion of G. J. Diekema. Complainant'sSolicitor, or to G.
it is ordered that the said defendant,Albert P.

sets,

Proofs,

Hoop

Skirls, Bustles, Cer-

and Hair Goods.

Infant Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty. Worstedt Card
board and canvas.

• L &

S.
EJOHTH. 3TKEBT

TpSSbTgp '

my

Very worm were come of

Strawberries sell at 5 cents per box.

JOHINGS.

Large shipments of
Muakegoa wants a tannery.

days of

the'

L

thia week.
strawberries leave

C.

W‘

mi

^
m.;

wm.

nsrsw

a.

SEARS,

and very

A. P. Slootor baa this week received a

this localitydaily.

S

flue lloe’of

large stock of fresh candles.

Dust, nt end

"«t

totlin

ou Eighth

Thk

hotels at

Macatawa Park

are both

Yard Master Goo. H. Hopkins waa

doing a good business.

street.

Onn

are

tanneries

sense quantity

an

recelfing

hemlock bark

of

called to

im-

G. J. Hekhuis, of Fremont, was in this

this year.

week and called on his many

city this

hardware

of a bouncing baby

Wb

happy recipients

boy.

^

have put ont a

large sign on

which

Boons

H.

The Academy

raise tho necessary funds.
is

always on hand-

iftwi, of Orchard Lake,

publishedby the Michigan Military ActLast Saturday morning Mr. and Mrs

intends running a “carry

all” between the depot and Macatawa
Park Dock

Martin M. Clark were the bappy/ecipien
bouncing girl baby. This is the

of a

cond

at the foot of Fifth street.

demy,

is

a

Fish, Poultry and

,

neatly printed journal, aid is

in their seaaon.

\

The

I

Last Wednesday evening Rev.

will operate it hereafter. The transfer

took place

last

inter, of

Last Wednesday a large picnic party
from Grand Rapids visited Macatawa
Park. There were about sixty of Grand
Rapids1 most influential citizens in the
party.

Mia

ito

Grand Rapids, delivered a

E.

At

-

Xubt

dolftveroA to lamy part of the
OitjSfroo of efcargo.

and

L

0.

Holland, Apr.

lec-

visit

/

Cheap Cash Store

SEARS,

8, ’84.

C. A. of Hope Coldelegates to the National Conventionat
lege, in the College chapel. His subject
Chicago, were chosen for this, the Fifth
was “Ideal Manhood.”
ture before the T. M.

Congressional District : Horace B. Peck,

By the house bill, which has passed,

of Allegan,

land, $15,000;

Co.

Holland, Micb.t March 2$; 1884. 8-2m

and John H. Withey, of Kent.

J

made

as follows for AlternatesThomas Heffren, of Ottawa,
continuingharbor improvements: Sauga- and Alonzo E. Tower, ef Ionia.
appropriations were

Brower &

Meyer,

WYKHUYSEN

tuck, $4,000; South Haven, $7,500; Hoi

Mrs. E. E. Annis returned from a

m

general line of furniture, just re
eelved at tho

GIVE ME A CALL!

the Democratic State Convention

a

-

LOUNGES,

held in Detroit this week, the following

4

Saturday.

Drill

Wm. TerbSKE, P. M.

Bertsch Leather Com-

pany have purchased Metz’s tannery and

kntbM

Moat

leplen tib.

tally invited.

The Cappen &

RARLOR
SUITES,

M.

ladies of the

BABY CARRIAGES,

lege news.

girl in a family of eight children.

List ef letters remaining iu the Pest

fbr our system of water

Game

filled with scientificmiscellany and col-

E. Church will Office at Holland, Mich., June 16, 1884:
W. H. Clark, 2, Jehi Blackman, Mrs.
works have been placed in the building, urnlsh a Strawberryfestival in the lecture
room of the church next Wednesday even Hesiuger, E. 8. Hamblen, David Hill, U.
now in course of construction, as anei
H. Joslin, Welland M. Porter, Mrs. Voeing, Juno 25th. Teu and your friends are
glue and pump house.

The pumps

and

LARD,

of tho First Reformed Church will visit
It looks now as if the Fourth of July Macatawa Park for their annual picnic.
celebration would fall through with ow- The first of the season.

painted “Macatawa Park Hotel.’’

Mb.

POR/K:.

To-oat, Saturday, the Sabbath School

ing to tho failure of the committee to

notice that the hotel at the Park

(qi'

—tod—

IMiTT’TTOlT.

prices as low as the lowest.

butcher and packer of Grand Rapids.

Last Sunday evening Mr. and Mrs.
the

This week Ed. J. Harrington sold a
fine chestnut horse to E. R. Huntley, a

M

“l*

Silt Itoit,

i

Borders.!

druggist, sells all kinds of machine oil at

store in Decatur,HI.

Gee. H. Souter, were

Fra*

ill-

Dr. Wm. Van Putten, our River street

friend A. ‘,B. Boman, of Hamil-

ton has accepted a position in a

tho

ness of bis father.

friends and acquaintances.

Our

Kalamazoothis week by

Next Sunday

Muskegon,$20,000; Grand

(to-morrow),Rev. Geo.

Mon*
Elweyer wjll ft UjafoUsj aa pastor 9f (h*
Haven, $50,000; St, Joseph, $15,000.
day. A brother of Mr. Annis' father acReformed church, VrieslafiJ,Midi. Thd
companied her home. He had not seen
Children’s Flower Day Was observed installation sermon will be preached by
his relatives here in twenty years.
in the Methodist Church last Sunday. A Rev. D. Broek, of Ibis city, and the other
large number were preseut. The pulpit services will be conducted by Rev. John
The youngster’s ears try to touch each
and walls of the church were adorned Van der Meulen, of Jamestown,Mlcb.
ether on the back of his bead, and his
and Rev. Jehn Breek, of Beaverdam,
mouth opens in one loud grin as he thinks with evergreens and flowers in great pro
to friends in La Porte, Imd., on last

ef the three months’ vacation close at
hand, when fishing, robbing birds’ nests

and general boyish trickerywill be

in

fusion and richness. The exercises were

finld cull
UltlU UuU

Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

Mich.

very beautiful,and reflectgreat credit on
those having the matter in charge.

order.

The

finest strawberries that has ever fal-

Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,

The land suitable for farming purposes
between this city and the shore of Lake
Michigan has been quite industriously

Silverware, Platedware,

len to eur let were those presented to us improved during the past few years, and
Fourth of
last Monday by Mr. J. Van Laodegand, now it is looking handsome and businessJuly is near at hand, and new Jehn Peswho raised them on his farm a few milea like, with fields of wavy grass and grain
sink wants to let the people know that he
from this city. The berries were of the and fruit orchards with their trees loaded

The

reader knows that the

has all kinds of fireworks, confectionery,

and foreign fruits. He

is

prepared to fur-

nish parties with ice cream

by

the whole-

Jewelry and Clocks.

Sharpless Seedling variety. Tney were with fruit, where but a short time ago the
mammoth in size, one of them measuring land was covered with tali forest trees

31y stock of

SILVERWARE

-

blow, to

.” This was a terrible and Concert

us. We had hoped that our

per was of greater use to our readers in
preseut shape than it

would be

paits

" cut in

all

Company. The

ladies are

cultured musiciansand very ladylike will be glad

to hear

him.

many

Particular attention is called to the fact
my goods are first-class and are
sold at low prices.

friends

that all

In the evening

audience. Miss Lura Barden, elocution- preach the Baccalaureatesermon before

Como

the graduatingclass of Rope College.

Rapids recently. Rev. L. J. Hulst, Pres.

move

project to

the

of the

Hemkes, of

a large majority. Rov. G.

In 1880 Holland had

a population of

2,620. In conversationwith our census

he

stated that our

'fessorof Theology, to assist Prof Born, populatiouwould be considerableover

Seminary. The

editors 8,000 this

year. In the

Da WacMar, as appointed by Synod, are there are nearly 1,100 inhabitants,
T. Kuyper, L. J. Hulst, J. A. in the first ward there are 1,000

of

Revs. R.

increase is net a surprise to oiir people as

De Bruyn and H. Van der Werp.

it

Last week Wednesday the Macatawa
House, W.

J. Scott, proprietor,located

on vantages alone, is bourn

the beautiful point that projects out into

Macatawa Bay, about one-half mile from
Lake Michigan, was opened to the public.
J^hls hotel was built this season, and is
Ipeclallyarranged for the wants of guests

Park and Bay. The rooms
large and are finely furnished. There

visiting the
are

is a billiard

has been evident, duriig ttie past

two

years, that our city, fromlher natural ad-

grow, will

grow, and must grow in b)
as In tbe

number of

our

aess as well
ibltauts, and

it

end our enterpi

,ng andener-

getlc citizenshave beei

lUttlag forth

to to this

their energies. Let tbe

work

ttnue and the fruits at the hi

con-

est will be

plentiful.

one
vicinity,and

center of

of the finest

The graduating exercises
take place in

Lyceum Hall, ou

next Fri-

Mr. and Mrs. Scott are day evening, June 27. The motto of the
very pleasant and agreeable persons and class is “Not finished but begun.” Dr.
de all they can for the comfort and ac- Gee’s orchestra will furnish the music.

^ment

of visitors.

commodation

The order

of guests.

of exercises Is as follows

Invocation.

v- day evening the Alumni Association will
Sara Jennings.
bold Its Annual Public meeting iu the Essay— “Unconscious Power.”
v/ music and

Law

Fannie Boyd.

Minnie Mohr.
Farewell of Scbeel to Class.

AIaogib Ppanstiehu
Essay, Miss Francis F. C. Phelps, Subject, Essay— Harvest Time (with valedictory).
Addus Clark.
“Modern Oracles.” These exercises are
Music— Gallop.
of a popular character, and the association
Presentation of diplomas by Prof. G. P.
extends a cordial invitation to all our cltiHummer.

morning at

10

exer^

BENKDICriON.
As

this is the first class that

have

Chnrch. Tbe duated from our High School under
an address by
Scott.

itlllstive,

and

la

ready to make yon s goad

OR VEST,

Repairing done Neatly
and at

On Tuesday eveninglast Miss Francis Goozen,
who for some time has

been Bufferingfrom couHUifaption,died suddenly
and unexpectedly.Deceasedwas feeling as well as
usual up to tbe moment of her death, and had
taken her nsnal daliy drive half an hour before
she expired. Although her death, to alt appearances, seemed certain in the near future, still thia
unexpecteddemise was a shock and a surprise to
her many friends. That she was a favoritewith all
waa apparent from the many kindnessesshown
her during her Illness, and the universal expressions of sorrow and sympathy with the family upon
her early and andden death. The funeral services
were conductedby Rev. Flies on Thursday afternoon at S o'clock.

Grand

-

Haven.

reasonable prices. Come
yasraelf.

Holland, Mlcb., Feb.

Now

is

29,

!

and convince

1864.

4tf

the chance

Farmers.

for

Our popular wagon manufacturer

SPRING
HAS— COIME!
J. Flieman
—
and

On Monday s couple of Muskegon sporta were
it before Recorder Pageleon charged with
cards on the railroad near FerryaDurg.
iey acknowledged the "corn," and after contrtting $25 each to the Conuty Library Fund, aa
aa poata of suit, were liberated to go home to
I sawdust city, sadder If not wiser men.

launched in fine style on

gra-

Wednesday after-

, She ts nnqnestlonablythe finestlooking
ever built at Grand Haven, and reflects
jit on Mr. D. Robertson, her builder. H.
A Co. are buildingthe engine which is
18x20, and Johnston Bros, arc making a
steel boiler for her to furnish abundant mopower. Capt. "Van" is confident that she
111 not make less than 16 miles an hour and
k

•

a Reformer! “G. J. Essay— “Tbe ElizabethianAge.”

Diekema; Chronicles,Rev. A. A. Pfanstiehl; Poem, Ray. H. Van der Ploeg;

1

----------

or ts clean and renovate your old aud soiled
garments.

Kruif.

)e

the following literary exercises: Music— Medley
.Medley overture.

Oration: “Is
*

consist of

The North River Street

COAT, PANTS,

Wm. Do

Vanderhoofs boat, tbe "Thomas Frlant,"

.

program will

I

Offers his superior made wagons just as cheap aa
they are

G.YANP0TTEN4S0NS
have received a large Spriag stock

of

a

“neeana

nta that

Better wagon in everyway,
!and vriU not k«

nmdnmoldbj

goods, consisting of

everything on the ^ast shore.

Dress Goods.
Cottons.

,

Tickings,

i

Prints,

_
Hosiery*

and

Also keeps on hand a line of

Ginghams.

1

Corsets.

Hamburg Edgings.

NT

LADIES’ AND BENTS’ EAffllERCHIEFS,

Sunday afternoonat aboot 4 o’clock the
[departmentwaa called to Boyden’a mlllyard,
a lot of dry sblnglablocks were on fire,
the engine coaid be put to work the Art had
towards Roberteon's shipyard, and a large
i bouse next adjoiningthe mlllyard^ waa in foil
l was totally destroyed.Owing to the
! drouth everything was dry, and the fire ran
along the ahlpyard, so that for a time there
ren danger that Capt VaaderhooTsnew
which was almost finished,weald be caught
f the flamea. However, the engine got to work

SIIiK

AN

ID

OOTTON2 Open

GENTS’ NECKWEAR
roll

muck

of

O-HOCBItlHS
always on hand.
G.

VAN PUTTEN A SON?.

Holland, Mich.. March

MM

!7,

1984.

Buggies,

stock of

SQUARE AID SWELL BOOT

1

And

A

a fine

HI

3D

and Top
And

,

m

and Examine.

Gall

J

a

nice

’-M

Mi
i

:

college chapel, the closing Rhetorical Music— “Life is a Dream.”
Exercises of the PreparatoryDepartment Essay— “Seedtime.” Reka Verbeek.
of Hope College will take place. On lues- Essay— “Roundhead or Cavalier.”

%cbfpel.. The

W. VORST,
1b

Krulf has returned from Dakota
jnd Is again sellingmachinery for his brother, H.

|

afternoon at 2:30 in the

WYKHUYS

1882.

'i

Mr.

Music— Overture.

Next Monday

O
o H

*4,

)ase ball club.

High

of the

groves in the School class of our Public Schools will

Is fitted up for the enjoy-

H.

The yoang men of the town are organizing a

room Where guests can enjoy

that.game, Tho house is located in the

short notice.

Hollakd, Mlch^Oct.

„ whileJfdanghtcrofJ.W.Goozeu,
ttl a

third ward alone

my Stock. Watches

NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST O

Rev. and Mrs. Kotyn. of Marlon, N. Y., are

of the past.

Vriesland, was elected as Pro- enumerator this week

President of the

v

visitingrelativesand friends here.

nary, located at Grand Rapids, to this eity

was defeated by

memories

Theological Semi-

in and eo#

and Clocks repaired on

manner. Those in attendancewere well
Last Saturday a complaint was made pleased with the entertainment and would
Last night, Friday, Dr. Gee’s music
against the parties running the “bum like the young ladies te^cail again.
class gave an excursion to 3Iacatawa Park.
beat” at the Park. The complaint was
We understand that they will give excurA meeting of the “ Old Soldier Boys ” sions once every week during the season.
for selling liquor without filing a bond.
They were arrainged before Justice H. D. will be held next Thursday evening, at the This will be quite an attractive feature io
Post who held them for trial on Wednes- rooms of Eagle Fire Eogiue Co., No. 1, at the Park as a summer resort, and everyday last. On the trial day the parties 7:30 o'clock. The object of the meeting thing should be done to encourage the
is to organize a Post of the Grand Army
agreeing to “quit the business” and “clear
“beys” in their enterprise. The boat
out,” were let down very softly on paying of the Republic. All who have signed leaves the dock at 7:80 p. m., sharp, and
about $30 costs of suit. This is un- their names and agreed to become mem- gives the excursionists one hour and a
bers of the organization are requested to half at the Park, returning at 10 o’clock.
doubtedly the last of the “bum boat.”
be present. The recollections of the
The Synod of the Holland Christian camp fires of the war should iaduce all to
Zeeland*
Rbformed Church was held in Grand attend this “camp fire” for the perpetuity J!r. and Mn. J. Moredyk,Jr.,— a girl.
A

this city.

and modest in their appearance before an Rev. N. 31. Steflens, of this city, will
ist, renderedsome selectionsin an artistic

book form.”

Brunswick Seminary. His

unsurpassedin

is

lowing : “Please cut your paper in boek ant musical entertainmeutwas given in ate of Hope College. He has just comform like other papers are do, henceforth Lyceum Hall by the Young Ladies Band pleted bis theological studies at New
obliges

full line of

Spectacles!

two and a quarter inches in diameterand and tangled underbrush.
sale. Read his u special notices ” in annearly six inches in circumference.
other column.
Nest Sunday morning Rev. Charles A.
Thanks.
Dutton
will preach in Hope Reformed
An individualliving at Zeeland sends
On Thursday evening last a very pleas- Church. Mr. Dutton is a former graduus a] postal on which appears the fol-

and

keep on band a

I alio

HOUSU-CLKANIMQ.

beginning <A October Mr. Allison* Mrs.
Barnard and Mrs. Dawson had a small
and select picnic of their own at that
most delightful of all resting places,
the

f akinff down - he picture*
Du't'ng off the wall—
“Not at home tl»li« morning,
tihoul.t there . 0 a call"

5/

at the other end, and liftingaside the

purhahsays:"Are yon there,—-;?”

MjBfly

calling Mrs. Cleather by her Christian
Toast
for b 'akta^t—
yfik name ; and a sweet voice answers from
Things inmed uriHde uown—
within: "Yes; is that you come at last?
Wife and (tirla-Jawlng—
turesque little house, situated in the Entrez and shut the door.”
Hn-u and «kli b f rtovra.
It would require an artist of no mean
middle of the valley and iurrotmdTaking up t^-e carrot—
ability to paint the countenanced of the
e^l
by
the
most
beautiful
of
gardens,
Tackaani du-tfor unch—
Bot, for aHklng queatlo s,
redolent with the sweet odor of acacia party* both men and women, seated
06
iota from
‘
ma a punch.
and orange trees, and planted out in round the table in the other corner of
the most artisticstyle with palms, the veranda It was more a look of inWashing off the windows—
Door* all open— wide—
grasses, tre^s, and Rushes of all sorts, tense delight and satisfaction that disBhe w th pau an • dnst-paa
western as well As oriental. The gar- played itself on the face of both Mrs.
Used 10 bo my br.do.
den produces frnitsof all kinds, cherries Allison and Mrs. Barnard, and a look
N1- fire in the fornax—
apples, plantains, strawberries, and, in more of surprise and wonder on those
At the boHartnufact, everythingthe thirsty traveler of the
“t Jpanine house to-day, m’m,
Jlrit day of the upting."Come, let us go; thisis.no fit place
could wish for; a4ded to, which there
are lovely walks under the cool shade to be in such a time of night as this,”
Nfuhtl a-d ctor callingWlfe done up in
*
of the trees, and green arbors such as quoth Mrs. Allison ; and having ordered
Hnst'snd soootsTordrue-dtore;
are seldom seen, where one may hide their jompans and ponies they start on
Clerk asks who is dead.
away from tho maddening crowd and their homeward way. They discuss the
N’ eb‘ ftp rter’rf tWm
be at rest, lulled by the ripplingof the affairs of the evening, and nothing is
“Cor •! er had a ring
nr
IT
nil
ml
flfWit.in'’—
sliver streain near at hand and the sing- too bad for either Capt. Fenn or Mrs.
For a Vtlrt found floatin'*
First on M t the s* ring.
ing of the birds overhead. Such a place Cleather. The fair ones of the party
is Donglas Dale, a veritable garden of always believed "there was something
Verdict of the jnrv—
more than a mere flirtationin it ; bnt to
Foreman sly old mouse—
Eden, a second paradise.
“Bui core from T. rment,
The
sun
was
beginning to set over come to this — too dreadful ! And what
Caused by cleaning house.’
the pnrple hills to the north as Mrs. Al- a piece of scandal for the end of the
lison was gradually collecting foe rem- season, too!” As for the men of the
nants of her armv, as they came in two party, they were more puzzled than
A Grass Widow,
by two from their walks and talks on anything. Capt. fenn was such a
earth. Mrs. Allison, more staid than friend of C leather’s they could hardly
believe it; "however,” they say, "anylira. Cleather was by far the prettiest the rest, had remained behind on the verand generally the most gttraotiveamong anda, deaf Col.’Verrikerso kindly re- thing is possible with a woman at tho

and

i-.-

his syce to take the pony to the stables,
walks steadily down to the little door

others.

bed

’

•

:

m

&

’
’ f

'

too, to take care of her— so
found in the gay and giddy Nynee Tal, kind and thoughtfulof him ! but it was
the hill station of the N. W. P. India. not the first time this gallant officer
Naturally,as is always the case in this had performed this gallant task. Mrs.
merry world we live in, being beautiful, Allison herself was a grass widow of a
attractive and altogether charming, she somewhat doubtful character, although,
won the hearts and admiration of most according to her own ideas, prim and
of the stronger sex and the envy, hatred proper to a degree; still she had no
and malice of the weaker. That was real objection to one of the male sex,
only to be expected ; it is the way of the other than her lawful spouse, being
world, and it would have been alto- tacked on to her apron strings for the
gether out of the common if it had been time being, though the same arrangement with others was scandalous in her
»

the whole
]

army

of grass widowa to

be maining

bottom of it.”
By 11 o’clock that night the news
has spread like wildfireamong the select gossip-circles of Nynee Tal, and
even one fair dame, more energeticthan
the rest, wends her way up to Mrs.
Cleather’s house to see what she can
wean ont of the bearer. All he knows
is that the memsahib went off in a great
hurry, and he doesn’t think she would
be back till the next day. 'Worse and
worse! Was there ever such a barefaced piece of scandal as this? And

UUEAT MEN’S BAGGAGE.
The

Women

Always Have Trunks.

Herbert, the veteran head usher of
the old St Nicholas Hotel in New York,
says of people who carry baggage: "As
a general rule, I have observed that
women have more baggage than men.
When a man travels he wants as little
baggage as possible, and he will get
along without any if he can. Drummers are exoe^
fill a hotel wit
’em. Porters never li
mer come to the house, because that
generally means heavy trunks We
never had a baggage elevator at the St
Nicholas,and the carrying of trunks
was always a big job. I have seen great
strong men give way. I have seen four
porters struggling with one trunk. It
almost seemed the rnle that the more
important a man was the less baggage

he would have. Take Governor Horatio Seymour, for instance, who was a
steady patron. I have often seen him
come with a little carpet bag. Senator
Conkling carried very little baggage,
but hie wife, a delicate woman, had
plenty of baggage when she came with
him. Senator John J. Crittenden used
to come with no more baggage than yon
could put in a tobacco box, when he
camo alone. Bnt when Mrs. Crittenden
came with him the porters would stagger under thirty or forty trunks. Mrs.
Crittenden was very fond of dress and

THE FAMILY DOplOH.
The following cure for hiccoughs was
devised several months ago, and since
then has been successfully employed in
numerous instancesby several persons
:

Sit erect

and

inflate

the lungs fully.
breath, bend for-

Then, retaining the
ward slowly until the chest meets the
knees. After slowly rising again to tho
erect posture,exhale the breath. Repeat this process a second time, and the
nerves will be found to Lave received
an access of energy that will enable
them to perform their natural functions.

Malaria.— Col. G. H. Mendell says:
In the great valley of California,over
the whole of it, malaria prevails,often
in most violent forms. It exists in uplands, remote from marshy districts,
and I have known limited districts of
uplond adjacent to each other, where
malaria prevailed in one while absent
in the other. Some years ago, while
engaged in a study of irrigation, then
beginning to be applied on the dry
plains of California, I was led to notice
the level of standing wdter in wells, in
referenceto which there is a great
) in onr interiorplains. I soon
noticed that shallow wells, and malaria
were frequent companions. Where the
wells were seventy feet (or thereabouts)
deep, there was freedom from malaria.
Having noticed these coincidences, I
afterward investigated their occurrence
in a great many cases bv inquiries of
farmers with whom I had conversation.
In one or two cases of exceptional ma^
larial districts in the foot-hills, which
are enerally free from this pest, I
found the water in the wells near the
surface. I do not recall a single instance of shallow ’ icellx where the
family were free from fevers, always
intermittent, I believe. I therefore
connect the presence of water near the
surface of tho ground with tho existance of malaria. Whether it is due to
the mere presence or to the fact that it
is drank, or to both, I am unable to say.

entertainingpeople, and all tho tranks
had to he taken up stairs.
"When the Canadians came the porters trembled. Sir Charles McNab
would keep the porters busy three hours
getting in his baggage. Sir Charles
Grey, Governor-General of Jamaica,
brought a cartload of baggage. Presidents of the United States were common visitors to the St. Nicholas. Matty
Van Buren used to come with baggage
that looked like a lady’s reticule. He
was a plain man, with no such airs as
they
determined
to-nlorrow
to
let
every
Admirers she had many, though it eyes (0 a
one
in the place know of what has hap- his son, Prince John, as they u->edto
The
party
had
now
all
arrived
and
would have been hard to pick up among
call him. President Buchanan was an —Health and Home.
the multitude (unless one was behind were sitting in the* far corner of the pened.
other
plain man, who did not carry
Morning
breaks
at
Nynee
Tal,
and
Atonic Dyspepsia.— Atonic means
the scenes) who was more favored than vbrandu sipping tea pnd’ chatting premuch baggage when he came alone. without,or diminishedtone or vigor.
the
sun
rises
over
the
mountain
tops
in
vious
to
tboir
start
np
the
hill
again
for
the rest She distributed her attentions
all its oriental glory, making everthing But when Miss Harriett Lane came As applied to dyspepsia, it denotes a
equally among them all— at least, so far Nynee Tal, when they were surprised
around seem bright and happy. Little with him there was baggage enough to form of it resulting bom an enfeebled
as the eye could see; and riding out by {fiV cl alter of pony hoofs coming
does pretty Mrs. Cleather think there fill an express wagon. Miss Lane dress- conditionof the system. The tendency
9Srei*the
bridge
towards
the
house
;
and
ooe afternoon with this one, rowing on
is a thunderstormof no small propor- ed a great deal and had a great deal of to it is quite often inherited. It is frethe lake with another,or dancing with a lady all alone, without even a syce
company. When she came to or left quently one of the characteristics of old
tions about to burst over her head.
a third, nohotjy was quite able to fix on (grdoin ), rode into the garden and
the hotel the porters generallygot tired
Mrs.
Allison,
Mrs.
Barnard
and
Mrs.
pulled
np
in
front
of
the
veranda.
She
age, the entire digestivetract sharing
any one in particular whom they could
Dawson
are walking on the Mall about carrying her baggage. I think I can in the general decrease of physical
nad
evidently
ridden
fast,
for
her
pony
tell otf as her own distinctive“bowsee them now puffing on the stairs un- power. It may also have its origin in
wow,* and whom they could set them- w’as’very hot and she very much ont of 12 o’clock, when who should they meet
der the load of hor big tranks. After whatever lets down the normal vitality
bnt
Capt.
Fenn
himself.
He
stops
and
aelves to manufacturestories and scan- breath. Getting her foot ont of the
talks
to
them,
in answer to their queries the boys hod rested they all said she —sedentary occupations,bad hygienic
stirrup
she
slid
down
off
her
saddle
by
dals
^
was a dear, nice young woman. General surroundings,protracted loss of sleep,
Five months of the* Nynee Tal season herself, and leading the pony up to the as to where he was the evening before
McClellan’sfather-in-law, General especiallyif the hours dne to it are
says
:
had now gone, and pretty Mrs. Cleath- door called the beaVer.
Marcy, used to be & frequent visitor at spent in study or pleasure, over-brain
.“Well,
I
had
rather
a
slow
evening
at
Words
fail
to
describe
the
astonisher had managed to pass unscathed
the hotel. Ho did not have a great work, habituallack of mental employthe
club.
I
bad
intended
to
go
down
through all the fiery accusationsof the ment of the tea party at the other end
quantity of baggage, but his daughter, ments. The followingare some or the
to
Douglas
Dale
to
m
et
Cleather;
h
s
host of scandal mongers and gossipers of the veranda when, by the light of the
General McClellan’s wife, like most of prominent symptoms:
wife
got
a
telegram
from
him
in
the
feeling of
newly
lit
lamp
over
tfie
doorway,
they
of that festiveAnglo-Indian community
the
lady visitors, hod plenty of it.
weight, or a distressing sense of uneasuntil quite lately,when she had evinced recognized the features of the “spotless afternoon, telling her he would be
shall never forget the day she fell sick iness in the stomach after eating, aud
a somewhat greater partiality for one and innocent” Mrs. Cleather.Their there at 7:30. bo I sent down my
at the receptionof the news of the bat- generally lasting for hours ; the "gulppony
to
Kanibagh
for
him
to
ride
up
excitement
knew
no
bounds';
they
dare
of her staff, and set all tongues going
the
hill on. I believe they remained tle of Antietann. I thought tho poor ing” up of rancid and offensive acids,
not
move
for
fear
of
being
seen,
at once.
lady would die in the house.
and flatulence in the stomach aud bow"Mind you,” said Mrs. Allison to Mrs. and thus spoiling the tableau of which there all night. I’m rather expecting
"The biggest lot of baggage I ever els; little or no appetite,and often a
to
see
them
coming
up
the
Mall
now.
they
would
doubtless
be
witnesses.
It
Barnard one afternoon, “IVe heard
saw in the hotel was when General positive disrelishfor food ; an almost
queer stories about this young and in- was only Mrs. Allison who could not By Jove, there they are!”
Wool and staff came there during the entire absence of thirst; an inflamed
nocent-lookingMrs. Cleather; net that resist saying in a rather audible whisper
draft riots. The hotel looked like a conditionof the throat and back of tho
"There
I
told
you
so!
How
much
for
Tight
Trousers.
I believe them ; still there is no smoke
military camp. We fed 1,400 persons mouth (from the extension upward of
the
child’s
innocence
now,
I
should
without fire, you know.”
“Here, conductor, this young man’s
in a day, most of them without baggage, the irritatedmembrane of the stomach),
“Quite so,” responded Mrs. Barnard, like to know? You may be snre she's on fainted.”
on the day of the great cable celebra- rendering the throat dry and the voice
in her squeaky voice ; and Mrs. Daw- no good errand down here all alone at
The words were uttered in a tone of
tion.
Major, General Benjamin F. husky; constipation,from the enfeethis
time
of
the
evening.”
son tells me she saw two people very
great excitement by a stout woman of
Butler
came
often to visit ns, and always bled action of the intestines, the fluid
However, Mrs! Cleather was much about 40 years of age recently in a
like Mrs. Cleather and Capt. Fenn on
carried
moderate
baggage. The man portion of their contents being unduiy
too tired or excited with her ride to Columbia avenue car, and as she spoke
the lake last night at 11 o'clock !”
whose baggage grew most after became absorbed ; in some cases palpitationof
notice
anything,
and
the
group
under
“Dear me! And all Miis time her husa slim youth who was seated beside her
the veranda were quite unseen by her. in a corner of the car fell forward and was the famous Marquis of Waterford, the heart and difficulty of breathing,
tb plains!”
band slaving away in the
who went on a spree with our head por- causing the patient to fear that ho has
“Yes; and you know they’ve been Presently the landlord came to, the dropped in a heap upon the straw.
ter, Tom Adams, and was locked np in some dangerous heart trouble ; languor,
door.
very much together of late; they say
With the assistanceof a gentleman
"Did you get my note this after- the conductor lifted the senseless youth station house for breaking lamps in and sometimes uncontrollable drowsihe is always up at her house every
Broadway. Tho nobility took a great ness after meals. When the dyspepsia
morning about 10 or 11, and remains noon?”
on the seat, and two minutes later, as
fancy for Tom.”
has continued long, the digestive
“Yes,
ma’am.”
there the best part of the day.”
the car passed a drug store, pulled the
tubules are liable to undergo fatty de“Is all ready?"
“Ah, it’s a crying shame,” says Mrs.
bell-strap, and, followed by half a dozen
He Was a Rustler.
generation and wasting, with loss of
“Yes.”
Allison, “for such scandals to be alinterested passengers, five of whom
“I am a rustler, and don’t you furgit power to secrete the gastric juice. Prior
"Which is the room?”
lowed to go on in public like this; why
were women, carried him into the store,
"If you will kindly come this way I wherg he was placed on a lounge in the it,” said a man with a broad-brimmed to this change of structurethe ailment
does not Mr. Cleather come up aud
hat on and a belt full of deadly weapons is curable. If it is due to specific
will show yon
and he led her through back room.
look after his wife?”
“Weil, I suppose, poor man, he can’t the door leading into a small apartA doctor was hurriedly summoned, on Front street. “Fm a bad man from causes, these causes must be removed.
get away from his duties in the plains, ment at the other end of the veranda and after a disappearance of about ten Dakota, and yer kin put me down If it is part of an enfeebled physical
but I think some one ought to warn generally known as the "Bow-wow’s minutes the young man and physician whenever ther’s any scrimmagin’ ter be state, this must be remedied. The famhim of the way his young wife is going Cave.”
came ont of the room, which, had been done. I’m thar when yer want some big ily physician alone can treat the case
"Dear, dear me, I’d give ray best dia- kept closed, arm-in-arm. The young work, an’ don’t yer furgit it. None 0’ with any success. The medicines which
“Yes, and if I only knew him a bit mond ring to know what she’s up to!” man’s face was still pale, and he walked the white livered sons 0’ wash-women the patient, of himself or from the adkin run over me. I’m a rustler, and vice of unwise friends, might be likely
better I’d do so myself just ont of pure says Mrs. Allison.
with a very perceptibletremor.
don’t yer furgit it!”
to take would m many cases only ag"Well,
I
feel
rather
curious
on
the
Christian charity.”
After a few moment’s rest the young
“A number of men gathered around gravate the disease. Indeed, the phy•But what could. one tell him? You subject," said a gallant major of the man got on another car and went away,
•ee there is as yet so direct evidence of Bengal staff corps sitting at her side. and the doctor said: “This is the him ont of cariosity and a little bit of sician himself will depend very little on
Did you notice the pony she rode? It fourth case this month I have seen of insignificant manhood stepped forward medicine and mainly on a careful regu•aythag exactly wrongs
lation of the diet, personal habits, do“No, true, my dealt but if this kind was a bay mare; I know it by the black the deadly Effects of wearing tight and said:
"Shake, pardner. I’m a rustler, my- mestic influences. Especially will he
of thiflg goes on much longer there will stocking on the near hind, she ran in the trousers, and had that young man not
be, mark my word. The truth must last Gymkhana, and belongs to Capt. been attended to promptly he might self, an’ ther’ aint no white livered cuss urge, where it is possible,travel and
from Dakota that kin come around frequent changes from one’s ordinary
come to light some day.”
have been in great danger.”
Ah, doubtless; she always rides his
Meanwhilepretty Mrs. Cleather, the
“Tight trousers?” queried a by- hyer an’ brag about his stuff ’thont cares and surroundings.-—Four’s Comlickin’ me."
panion.
pride of the "bow-wows” and the envy ponies— in fact, they are almost as much stander, incredulously.
"Yon? Yon?” asked the surprised
here
as
his."
of her sex, pursued the even tenor of
“Yes, sir; tight trousers!Why you
The Only Thing He wm Fit For.
“Well," continued Mrs. Allison, can not imagine how often we doctors Dakotan. “Why, if you lived whar I
her ways, utterly calloua of what peocome
from,
they'd
eat
yer
up
alive."
Somerville
Journal: “John,” said a
ple thought or said about her— a friend “Capt. Fenn’* pony or no, I don’t care, have to treat cases of illness brought on
"You’re
a—
ety—
liar.”
father
to
his
son,
“you have disappointbut
I
should
like
very
much
to
know
of everybody who knew her well, and
by no other cause. Take that young
“Thar,
now!
yer
needn’t
think
yer
ed
me
gratly.
I have given you every
could appreciateher pleasant manners what she is doing down here.”
man, for instance; his trousers were at
and conversation, and the' enemy, “And perhaps, Mrs. Allison,” said a least fonr sizes too small for him; not kin say what yer blamed please, jes opportunity to learn something, but it
though not of her own making, of third party, "this is not the first time too short, of course, but too tight, and cause yer little. Ef yer don’t hush, I’ll has been just money thrown away. You
are the stupidest young man I ever saw.
others who knew her but slightly or not she’s been down here at this time.”
for hours and boars he had been walk- slap yer jaws."
“Who knows?” said the colonel. ing about with a pressure of at least “Oh! You great big, knock-kneed You know nothing.”
at all
“It is true, father," said John with a
The season was on the wane at Nynee “She’s as lovely as Venus, but you bet 275 pounds to the square inch on his coward!” cried the little man, frothing
Tab The rains were over and once as cunning as a serpent, and it’s always olexii vivisectoriarteries, which are at the month, and the crowd clapped sigh.
"I never see yon with a book in your
more the lake shone forth in all its these quiet ones that are the first to go situated in the calves of the human leg. their hands and cheered heartily; but
hand,”
pursued the father; "you never
before
the
cheer
had
died
away,
the
former glory, and the overhangin wrong.”
This tremendous pressure forces the
Their doubts on the subject were soon, blood into channels not able to carry Dakota giant had thjs little fellow bent take up a newspaper; you know nothtrees and rocks covered with ferns an
moss, with which its banks were snr however, made clearer to them, for it without undue straining, and al- across his knee and was spanking him ing of current events. Yon don’t take
after your mother or me, for we’ve both
rounded, made the whole more like a while they were discussingthe subject though the victim feels no pain he is like all sin.
"Yer thought yer’d come a game 0’ got good natural intelligence.What,
picture in fairyland than a reality in another pony and rider arrived at the liable at any moment to topple over in
the hills of northern India Every one cottage. This time it is a man, and, a swoon, and unless relief is promptly bluff, did yer. Yer little, stinkin’, red you’re going to do fora living is a
was making the most of the last few though enveloped in an overcoat and given a long and serious illness is likely headed pup. I heard yer tell that feller pnzzle to me. There isn’t a single
weeks that were left of the season, with »a large Teral hat on his head, it to follow. It is ^similar trouble to that over yander what yer’d do, an’ that ar earthly thing you can turn your hand
aud dances, theatricals, picnics and dis- was easy to gness who it was. More- experienced when it was the fashion for war what made me talk big. I knowed to.”
"Bnt I’m not altogetheran imbecile,
aipations of all sorts crowded one on over the syce and pony both tell the the ladies to wear very tight sleeves, ex- year’d take it np. I war layin’ fur ye,
top of the other day after day. Mrs. tale, as it is the steed that Captain Fenn cept that in the case of tight trousers youngster.”The little man howled father. I can connt np to a hundred.”
“I know it, and that’s what vexes me’”
Glflstber was everywhere,and the rides regularly along the Mall every the materialis heavier, the arteries are dismally, bnt the big man continued to
“Why?”
spank,
and
when
he
was
tired,
he
said:
ahann and the spirit of every ball or day.
larger, and the result apt to be more
"Why, don’t you see, if you didn’t
“Thar,
I
reckon
that’ll
do
yer,
maybe
The
excitement
of
the
lookers-on
&1-,
picnic she went to. Certainly she did
dangerous and difficult to relieve.”—
you’ll learn bv this that ther’s a darned know that much you would make an
gbcpoople a faint exonse for talking, most knew no bounds now, and is in- Philadelphia Record.
sight 0’ foolishness in the stories abont excellent juryman for criminal trials,
m Capi Fenn latterly was never absent creased when the aged landlord again
little men flaxin’ big nns. Yer kin go bnt your knowing that much entirely
Dr.
E.
H.
Thurston
thinks
he
has
comes
forth,
and
to
the
very
audible
from her side, and had these last few
evidentlytaken his place os chief query of "Is Mrs. Cleather arrived?" found a true antidote for the sting of over thar, now, an’ tell yer pardner disqualifies yon. It’s a sad ease.”
bees. It is carbonate of ammonia, how yer got fooled.”— Through Mail
of the numerous staff of her would-be- answers in the aflirroatiye.
A young mother, traveling with her
powdered and kept in a tightly-corked
"Which
is
the
room
she
engaged?”
admirers: bnt then ho was a personal
Dolls are now made that cry and infant child, writes foe following letter
“The small room with the red purdah bottle. When a sting is received the
over the door,” answers mine host, and surface over the wound should be we ,say papa and mamma, and now all that
is really needed to make a childless
l€ pO
the decided preference for him retires once more to the inner recesses and a small amount of
the others by the young grass of his house, evidentlynot wishing to carbonate applied. • The pain is in- home supremely happy is to smear mostantly relieved, and foe injured place
be more in the way than possible.
orders never swells.
about the

otherwise.

degree.

about.
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D*rw|«m«»t of the WDi
' I had onoe underlay observationthe*
case of a gentleman who could not sign
his name unless he first rose from his
chair and turned round three times.
As he occupied a position of trust, and
one which required him to affix his
signatureto papers very often in the
course of the day, the circumstances
caused him great annoyance.
The ^disorderwas developed very
suddenly, and quite unaccountably.
He was, one night, after a day of ex'citementandfatigue,about to sign a
check which he had just drawn up,
'when he found to his astonishment,
that he could not form the letters of
his name.
He pushed the check aside, and began
to copy some words from a book which
lay on the table before him. He did
f

irions

:

this with his usual facility.

But the moment he attempted to
name to them, he was powerless. Alarmed at what ho thought was
a symptom of some serious brain disease, he threw down his pen, and rising
from his chair, walked up and down
the floor, trying to analyze his feelwrite his

ings.

There was no pain in his head, his
thoughts were collected, and there was
no excitement except that developed by
the curious circumstancesjust occurred.
Determined, if possible, to overcome
the difficulty,he again essayed to sign
the
and,
-- — check,
- -- --- to his great relief,W accomplialiedthe undertaking without the
slightest apparent effort.
Emboldened by his success, he tried
a second time to write his name, but a
second time he found it impossibleto
do .so. Reflectingupon the matter, he
recalled the fact that it was only after
ihe had paced the floor he had been able
—

f
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In a

Lost Faith ta

Gotham Boudoir.

FhydcUa*.

MILE

There aw innumerablein seances where
IM IDE wtr.
Mrs. Dash (overheard by the Phila- cures have been effected by BcoviU’i SarsaIn the hotel On arriving,Mr. delphia CM)— My pet, I wish you
To tlM
parilla,or Blood and Liver Syrup, for all disLord was met at the portals of the ho- would not go with those girls.
Frtooit m Yowaf Lmij
eases of the blood, when they had been given
from alps out Fatal Heart
tel with an obsequiousness and bowingMi&s Dash— Why not, mammal They over by their physicians. It is one of the
Wfeat Dr. Davit KenaedyH I
down servile slavery of so-calledpo- are real nice.
best remedies over offered to the public, and
It* H*aMdr Caa D*— A Happy
litentss that he could not comprehend.
Mrs. Dash— I hear that their father as it is prepared with the greatest care, as a
Circle.
The rooms were en fete with flowers, has been arrestedfor stealing pennies speciflo for certain diseases, it is no wonder
the menu was unique, the orders were
Next
to the tad duty of bearing thebodtaaC
that
it should be more effectual than hastily
from a' money-drawer.
written and carelessly prepared prescriptions.
awaited and obeyed in a manner most
Miss Dash— It is a mean, miserable Take this medicine for all disordersarising dear dead to their long rest Is that oC Mfcg ees
loved living, when stricken with disesee. As seth el
astounding byr the vassals, who at each slander. He had some legal papers
from impure blood. It Is indorsedby leading help which eppeere the more bopeleesthe aewr Ik Is
sentence responded demurely and duti- served on him, and has been sleeping professionalmen.
approached.
fully, “Oui, mi Lord.” Wh<
When a mo- in a cell because it is cooler there.
Yet when Mr. Nicholas Howell, of Wevesty. Che"Put up" at the Gault House.
ment’s privacv was given his “lordship,” Mrs. Dash— And he didn’t steal any
mung Go., N. Y* left his home some thee Mese ht
The business man or tourist will find first* New York, It wee on such an errand. By Me die wee
he turned to his better half and said : pennies?
class accommodations
at the low price of $S his daughter,whose cue had been abandoned by fee
“Look here, my dear, we’ll have to pay
Miss Dash— No, indeed; he would and $2.60 per day at the Gault House, Chica- borne phyaldam aa one of incurable dUeeseelfee
through the nose for all this; these not descend to such a thing. He mere- go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This heart. When the train reached Peekskfll A wee liMK
far-famed-hotelis located in the center of the
fools and flunkies think I am a noble- ly diverted$500,000, that’s all.
that the aim oat dying girl could not be tarried a mile
city, only one block from the Union Depot.
farther with safety. Emaciated In body, feafemed fe
man, with the title of a lord. I’ll stop
Mrs. Dash— Oh, in that case it is all Elevator;all appointments first-class.
nerve, and melancholy in mind, the poor gbl bed keri
it right off!” Down to the official desk right. I feared he was a vulgar thief.
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.
Intereat In her own fate.
went this sensible man, and, looking
But who may know their fate— either hr seed as
Nervous Weakness, Dyspepsia, Sexual Dethe manager full in the face, he said
In hundreds of Instances whore Hot bility, cured by "Wolls* Healtu Uenewor.”$1. evilt By the earnest advice of friendsla fsakakffe
“My name is Mr. John Lord, and I’m Springs and other treatment failed to cure
Mr. Howell tenderly conveyedhie daugtriw te fee
The Frazer Axle Grease is better and office of Dr.Devld Kennedy, In Rondout,*.Y. I*.
a retired merchant, nothing else !” rcrofula and blood disorders, the sufferer
The manager became livid, and fell on has sought and found a cure In Dr. Guyfott's cheaper than any other, at double tho price. Kennedy perceived that ahe was suffering (Mm leeri
Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla. It enriches
dlaeane, and also from an advancedatageot aroseBed-bugs, flics,roaches, ants, rats, mice,
the lounge. The unique menu was the blood, strengthensthe urinary/anddigestplaint common to women.
cleared
out
by
"Hough
on
Rati.”
16c.
supplanted by an ordinary bill of fare, ive er^ans, and quickly removes all indicaHaving given directionsin reference to dhd aril
the flowers wilted at once, and the tions of ill-healthand blood disease, from a
Peso's Cure for Consumption is not only clothing,the Doctor prescribed what Is eew wei
pimple to a running sore, from a headache to
rooms occupied by this retired merknown as DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S FAVOin*
a rheumaticpain. Its superiorityover all pleasantto take, but it is sure to eure.
EDY (Rondout, N. Y.) aa his young
chant were up two pair back, and the other blood purifiers and strengthening medmedicine. Not long after the threatening
Stinging,irritation, InflRmmstion.slllcldney and
consequences were his whistle cost con- icines is admitted by all who test its curative
or.nary complnlnt».cured
by "Buchn-Palba."tl.
vanished,the light returned to her eyes,
siderably less than a live lord’s,and effect and influence.
to her cheeks and happinessto her hesit, a
Public
speakers
and
singers
use
Piso’s
Cure
was quite as wholesome. — Baltimore
of a recovery which is aa wonderful as feel
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When

Sun.

it

In the Shade.

Horaford'a Acid Phosphate.
IN SEASICKNESS.
8. 8. Parker, Wellington, Ohio, says:
“While crossingLake Erie, I gave it to some
paseengers who were seasick and It gave immediate relief.”

for hoarseness and weak lungs.

that effected

Snuke-Bitcs in India.

room two or
Their thatch and mud houses, with
three times, and then found that he
walla often honeycombed by rats, afcould make his signature with entire
ford a natural shelter to the cobra and
ease. Further experience showed him
krait. The want of light in their
that it was not the walking that was
houses by night, when nine-tenths of
necessary,but that it was essential he

tant from drug stores. The proprietorssend
it postage paid by mail from l.ynn, Mass., in
the lorm of lozengesor ol pills: price SI per
box. or six for $3. Send for tl.e ” Guide to
Health,” which gives full particulars.

Would you

hear a sweet and pleasing echo,
speak sweetly and pleasantlyyourself.

Why Suffer Pain?
When by using the Compound Oxygen
of Drs. Starkey & Palen, IKK*
edge of their low charpoys during Treatment
Girard st, Philadelphia, the chances are all in
sleep— an irresistible temptation to a favor of your getting relief; especially if the
the snake-bites occur; a footstep in the

ip.A.inxr.

Family Remedy,

HILL’S SPELLINR BLOCKS,

AGENTS WANTED SS.SJS

BLAINE*

.

LOCAN

"ft?

PERRY DAVIS’

hiogrnphh'BIndorsed by tho National Chi
B?
Coburn, iHrietodby pronjlne
,ow ready.
JViVrtta rieam.

A.

W
'"MifisSiSRi
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Pain-Killer
It

was the first and

Ls

IcOffO.

the only perma-

GAIN

nent Pain RelleVer.

dark ; a hand or foot resting over the

UNSURPASSED.

prowling cobra ; the accidental striking pain has its origin in nervous derangement.
There is nothing to equal it. In a few moments it
or seizure by the hand of a snake while In Neuralgia,sick headache, and the various cures <
affections of which these are among the most
cutting their crops, and crop watching dlstres-lng, this new treatment acts with re Colic, Cramps, Spasms, Heartburn, Diby ni^ht are among the most common markable promptness.Write for pamphlet
arrhoea, Dysentery*Flux,
occasionsof snake-bite. Often so light giving information about this Treatment.
Dyspepsia, Sick
is the bite on finger or toe that it is not
Carbo-llnca.
Headache.
enough to break sleep, and thus the
Full oft we feel the surge of tears,
sleep of life gradually
‘ lalb
and unconIt is found to
Yet Joy has light for all the years.
sciously merges into that of death.
To all whose hair is getting thin,
Our Carbolinewill keep it in.
The poison seems to steal insensibly
and painlessly through the system,
Mensman’s Peptonized deep Tonic, the
When all other Remedies fail.
gradually benumbing the springs of only preparation of beef containing Us enlife, till it brings them to a standstill tire nutritious properties. It contains bloodWHEN USED EXTERNAIXY, AS A LINIMENT,
and life-sustaining nothing gives quicker ease in Hums, Cuts.
forever. Nor is there any tiling left to making, force-generating,
properties;invaluable for indigestion,dys- Hi-uIm>s, Sprains. Stings from insects, and
tell the cause except the minutest pepsia, nervous prostration, and all forms of Scalds. It removes the lire, and the wound heals
his name without the slightest hesitalike ordinary aores. Those sufferingwith Khcumaspeck, like a flea-bite,only visible to a
eneral debility; also, in all enfeebled conditiam, Gout, or Neuralgia,if not n positive cure, they
tion. After this he had no further
close
examination. In the morning tions, whether the result of exhaustion,nerv- find tho PAIN-KILLER gives them relief when no
:1(
trouble. Such cases are, in the present
ous prostration, over work, or acute disease, Other remedy will. In sections of the country where
the bitten person may be found either
particularlyif resulting from pulmonary
state of our knowledge, absolutelyindead or in the last stage of snake-bite complaints. Caswell,Hazard at Co., proprieexplicable.
poisoning; it may be a dead mother tors. New York. Sold by druggisu.
Prevailsthere Is no remedy held in gre ater esteem.
The will is subject to derangement
with her living child still clinging to
Persons travelingshould keep it by them.
in a manner the very opposite of that
her, drinking in, in the milk, the poiSOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
which has just been described. It may
THEGREATGERMAN
son which, even in such a minute quanbe so strongly manifested,in one or
A MONTH and Board for 3 live
tity, also leaves the child dazed and
Young Men or Ladles, in each county, to
more directious. as to cause the indiridlethargic for many hours to come.
ual to perpetratethe most terrible
Strange to say, so apathetic are natives
crimes, or to perform other acts dis(Indian) that often they get bitten and
Address P. W. ZIE'lLERk CO., Chicago, 111.
Believes and cum
pleasing to him. — Dr. Bin. A. Hamgo to sleep again, without thinking
mond, in Youth’* Companion.
Mme. L. LANGE’S
more about it, on the frail chance of
Neuralgia,
the bite being non-poisonous,and so
German Sundays.
T II
PI,H!!LT0R
Sciatica,Lumbago,
sleep on till their friends find them, or
LiiUl
SUPPORTER,
Most devoutly I sat through my first sleep ceases in death. — All the Year
BACKACH,
Price, 811k, SS.OO;
church service in Europe. It was in the Bound.
HEAD A0H1, TOOTHACHE
Linen, *1.50. IlemltUnoe
with order. Sent by Mall.
glorious Cologne Cathedral. All about
SORE THROAT,
Bend for descriptive circular.
me— sometimes kneeling on the floor,
Special from TValtham, Mass.
QUINSY, SWELL INQff,
704 Broadway, N. Y.City.
sometimes standing-r-were officers in
AGENTS WANTED.
HPBAINa,
Fifteen hundred watches are now made
uniform, tourists, ladies in beautiful
SortMM, Cuts, Brulsee,
daily at Waltham, and they are better in
Mr. kC JL(“ Brick ")PpoMoy -rriUe la a Uttar froca
black toilets, bareheaded serving-maids,
FROSTBITES,
quality and lower in price than ever before.
la Drover,about Dr.
country women with their lunch-baskets
BUBira, SCALDS,
.
‘ J
beside them, peasants in gay costumes
And
all other bodily aobes
Oil bona U om of (he moti complete nodicali bWhy He Did Not Sing.
and pains.
with knitting work under their arms—
Jhhmtnt/fn the coutiy, rod here,- roeiited *
FIFTY CENTS I BOTTLE.
jm/ both phyriciroa. be it etUl
A good story is told of the great
for country women had come to mass
t\ Dr. JL B. Foote Uy
Sold byall Druggistsand
only as, a prelude to the afternoon holi- tenor, Gayarre, who maintains his
lib
a
record eoooad lot
Dealers. DirectionsIn 11
sixty thousand nsUrota
languages. 4
day in the park. People walked about popularity in Paris, and has just realreadyeared icr,' tadThe Chariei A. VogelerCo.
and chatted; now and then there was fused an offer of an engagement at
J bu been eo aieeeroful
(Smmumi » A. VOOKUS * 00.)
Incidental
to humanity, .
music, from a boy choir high up, and $6,000 a month at the Grand Opera.
atUaora, 14., C. K. A.
inherit larnly from their
He
was
recently
invited
out
to
dinner
sometimes the intoning of the priests
roadtor ^ __
» _
An etjt/ of cAxtaaU]^ cLail L carte T&. Foote totreached me as from a distant building,
I
Ua nee k/in tdjreeYckutl tAji ui fro 3 ‘chronic Invalid*
and there came an odor of incense as
It ail pita dCAhChcish
rod by the aid ef photonot
be
SO
kind
as
to
sing
something
for
01
prnlessncR*
A
neirousncss
^red:^.
for
sample
from some far-away land of perfume.
graphicwritLa gfick leufcVtory diagnoses and tlimily
the amuBoment of her guests after din- 1 SLfctl'o!ado«..
j.b.dodoe.m.imjdcoIb.U
Could anything be more unlike our own
advice by letmr to lu denizen. , A list of qmeetione rod
a book oontaillng /aloable totes about
home Sunday service? But can we say ner. “Most willingly, modame,” made
pfereryrariJy aefat for ooe letter . ,
!
that ours to them is less strange than answer Gayarre. But dinner once end- for patent until obtained. Write for Inventors Guide.
Joguof hlkWularmedical pnblimUou
theirs to us? “You put on your best ed and the guests returned to the drawHuut nm*m.T to tboae derfriog to eee tkoro,
No. U0 Ldfecto* avenue, New-TorkOUy.
clothes to go to church in America, ing-room, he sauntered up to the piano I EARN writfff i^^8h
Addreaa valentine bros., Janosviiie.wis.
don’t you? How very queer!” said a in a carelessfashion, and, while apImportant ReductionIn the Price of
German Romanist to me one day. It is patently investigatingsome works of
with a pleasurable satisfaction,and a art near it, he contrived to lock it and
great longing too, that one turns on abstract the key. Later in the evenSunday toward homo when in Germany. ing the hostess claimed the fulfilThe American Sunday they have no ment of his promise. Gayarre rose with ©woent. Nxttoiul Poblwhijco Co.. Chicago, DL
conception of. The good Lutheran pas- the greatest of alacrity and hastened to
tor will preach you a sermon Sunday to the piano. Alas I it was locked. JK-YOUR BUGGY SHAFTS RATTLE its
(PETROLEUM JELLY.)
IP CTS.
PRICE :2 ANTI-RATTLERS .'MAIL)
morning that will make you cry, and Search was made for the key in every iJ WANT AGENTS MOREY &.CO..LA&RANGEIII
1-onnce bottles reduced from 15c to 10c.
ask you to a game of cards with him direction, but naturallyin vain. One
2-ounce bottles reduced from 25c to 15c.
before the organ is done playing. Ladies of the guests proposed that the lock
COUHTRY NEWSPAPERS
whom I visited tewed,1 had their dresses should be broken, but to this the
5-ounce bottles reduced from 50c to 25c.
cut and fitted, and made no difference hostess objected strongly, os the case
The public must not accept any but original goods
bottledby ua, aa the imitationsarc worthless.
whatever between Sunday and week was a very handsome one, and she did | BtroL Chkag^
ChesebroughManufacturing Co., Hew York
day, except that there must always be not wish to have it spoiled. 80 the
evening
passed
off
without
any
music,
a dinner party on the first. The shops
YEAES
whe Gayarre took his departure
are open; indeed, Sunday is about the and when
IN THE
cream balm
only day in the week you can be sure of he contrived to drop the key in the
ante-chamber.
There
it
was
found
the
doing shopping in some places, since
Cause*, no Fain.
every saint’s day is carefullykept by next morning by the servants,to the
poultryman;" how to prevent ill*
eam of old or young, and have
Gin* Relief at
shuttingup stores, going to mass in the great amazement of the baroness,who
heiiH to lay egga. 26 ctA in ataropa,
could
not
imagine
how
it
had
got
there.
and a Fifty Page Book ‘Tree for
mirning and spending the rest of the
Once. Thorough
all1' with iu
JL, day in the gardens. The Lord’s day —Lucy Hooper’s Letter.
A.
Cove DnlJJ'liwI*^*-. Ky.
Treatment will
* only does not seem worth keeping.^ Said
a young gentlemanto me one: “Do I
A Ruinous Blockade.
Cure. NotaLlqunderstandyou that you can’t begin a
The blockade of the intestinal canal caused
pagona should
be broken as speedily
as
-------------.
journey, go to the theater, buy a coat if by const! ipatio
possible, at- it ruins the general health and
you neeed one, or give a ball on Sunday, bodilv
comfort
But
while
relief
is
most
deslrUUUll » IViUlUIU.VIXV “
.vuv.
in America?” I assured him he would able, it should not be attc-raiitedby the use of
violentpurgatives like calomel, podyphyllin
not be expected to do those things. pllls, and
id salts and senna. These and like
antl----“And that is what you call a free coun- floatedcathartics, which enlightenment has
try, is it?” he retorted.—Mrs. M. J. banishedfrom the domain of rational medlca-

W:

It

Rough on Pain." quick eure for Colic, Cramps,
Diarrhoea, Aches, Pains, Sprains,Headache.

Hon. R. C. Payne, City Alderman, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia, writes: “I
have been a preat sufferer with rheumatism
for years and have tried every known remedy, inclndiug galvanic batteries and Turkis snppoaed to be the lot of us poor mortals,
A medical writer says children need more asPain
ish Baths. Finally I tried 8t. Jacobs Oil,
inevitable os death, and liable at any time to come
the great pain care, and can positivelysay wraps than adults. They naturallyget more. upon us. Therefore it is important that remedial
agents should be at hand to lie used in an emergency,
it gave me instantaneous relief. It puts all
when we are made to feel the excruciatingagonies of
No
lady
need
bo without Mrs. Plnkham’s pain, or the depressinginfluence of disease.
other remedies in the shade. "
Vegetable Compound because she is far disSuch a remedial agent exists in that old Reliable

to write his name.
So he walked across the

should turn round three times.
Without these preliminary gyrations
it was impossible for him to write his
name, though perfectly able to write
page after page of other matter. The
condition existed for about a month,
and then by my advice he stopped
writing altogether and took a voyage to
Europe.
He remained absent several months,
during which period he never put pen
or pencil to paper. On the way back
a subscriptionwas taken up on the ship
for some charitable object, and he was
requested to sign the paper.
iVithout reflecting— for if he had, he
would not have made the attempt— he
took the pen held out to him and wrote

Is the heart Uke a watchman? Whoa
confines itseF to its regular beat.

CURE CHOLERA

.....

Health andjappiness.

HIVE DONE.

Are your
-Kidney

W

dneya disordered?

‘

wero, after 1'
Dot roll"

Mechanic,

weak?

Are your nerves

"Kidney Wort cured me from nervoue wrokwroi
Iwm not expeted to Uvo.,,-Mr|. li. M. B.
Goodwin, Ed. Ckrfefta* Monitor, Cleveland, O.
Ac., after

Have you Bright's Disease?
Wort cared
cnrrd me
me when
when tar
Itrr water wu
WMJoat
“Kidney Wort
Jut
chalk and Ihei^liko^btood.1'
riiaon,Peabody,Karo

llko

have

p

FEVER AND AGUE

ever
[too,

Have you

:LAINE and LOCAN
FOR PAIN. §S5,

C/3

*

RHEUMATISM,

Complaint?

'Kidney-Wort
•Wort cured
ct
me of chronicliver Dimace
UfUr

1

ioury*1 Wart^iate Col

WthNat. Guard, H.T.

_d aching?
mo when

REMEDY

.

Liver.

VI

C.°kL_Tal|lmago,

I

waeao

Wk

Milwaukee,

Have you Kidney

Disease?

“Kidney-Wort
round Ic liverand kidney*
“Kidney- ..jrt made me aoundln
after yean o
$10 a box.’’—Sam’l liodgoe,

Are you Constipated?

"Kidney-Wort cao»e* mur evacuatloneand cmrefl

jW

Have you Malaria?
"Kidney-Wortha* done
remedy

f

have

bettor

ever^

than any other

J&q you Bilious?

v

"Kidney-Wort h* « done mo more good than any

>J«-lMk.to
FooUl
^
• 1

*

_c/3
PATENTS

If

you would Banish Disease
and gain Health, Take

\i

t

-- —

Ladies, are you suffering?
"Kidney-Wort cured mo of peculiartroublro

‘

KSl BIBPAYST-x^^CT^.

.

Are you Rheumatism racked?

it ,1

McWBSS

.

1

VASELINE

1

.’

|

Liver and Kidney Bemedy,
Compounded from the well kno __ ,
CurativesHops, Malt, Buchn, Mandrake, Dandelion,Sarsaparilla,

Om>

Catarrh

i

•

'

I , —

1

Pitman’s ^European Breezes.”
T ricks of

Hotel-KeepCrs.

Men who

the regularity of the bowels is largely dependent. Moreover, aa constipation tends to aggra-

are the special agents of vate or beget other bodily disorders,it is of great
Midas mnst
st pay for their, whistle in moment to overcome them at the outset. Hosthis identical repion where old Ben tetter’sStomach Bitten Is not only specially

Franklin wrote his immortal fable.
_

ago Mr. J. Lord telegraphed
_____ thus: “Prepare rooms for J.

Lord and family.” In eager ecstatic

bear testlmony.also,
tottepre-

|

I

THEY CUBE SHPEP&i * HDIBQM,!
Act upon thoLlverandKidntys,

REGULATE THE BOWXL8J

U*

They core Rheumattan, and all
narj^roubiee. They lnvlgwj|ta

NemnmBySn^l

and smvacMEn
BK—

MHeumtf iW.'Wfcatfmvff
vMuocv*&am

iO-OO S
For 1M HollandOfv Nevi.

are selliDRand keep for sale soma very floe

have been received in immense quantities at the One-Price Store of

"Elghteoattew Ezalttth a Nation.”

COOKING STOVES,

Perhaps seme of ns have never thought
that

i

1

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

we have anything t« do towards ele

HOLLAND, MICH.

fating our nation and others, we fear
have not even cared

afcoit

it.

AND RANGES.

we have

If

Ladies are invited to

call

and examine our stock of

allowed ourselves to become so selfish as

permit nil our hopes and wishes

to

on our individual interests, to

ire

cen

to

the ex-

Spring Dress Goods, New Style

A large Block of

we should

clusion of our noble country,

mind

bear in

that

that which conduces to

OHA^BR/AY,

the prosperity of the government has an
equal influence on

constituents.“For

its

have peace.”

in the peace thereof ye shall

moment turn our

Let us for a

some

of the

always on hand.

attention to

a

new dress goods that

CEEAIMIBRAIT,

rapidly growing very popular with ladies.

is

causes that contribute to the

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace, and Calicos

righteousness of a nation. The Christian
Wo have

religion should be placed as the great es

a

large assortment of

sential. Missionariesby carrying the

in an endless number of styles

blessed truths of the gospel to the be
nighted miuds, are at the

same

time con-

In the Clothing Department

Japan, China, Corea and others are ex-

amples. Can any instance be

and designs.

Faint 1 Calcimine Brushes.

tributing to tbMr exaltationas a nation.

ALABA STINE 2V£exis’ £tncL

given of a

nation whose righteousnesshas tended to
in all

we have some of

Boys’ Spring Suits
ever brought to this

shades.

the finest

city.

exaltation, where the Christian religion

its

Where

has not been the chief element.

the fear of God has forsaken the mind,
it

Dress'Patterns.

of Prints, i

has become darkened, brutish, heathen-

Gardeni Farming
Does alcohol tend to the Christian-*

ish.

? The

ization ef a people

nation

1

the

Ns.

Fine Business Suits ranging in price from $8 to $18.

Hats and Caps, Gent’s Furnshing Goods, Etc., Etc.

!

American nation ! pay nearly twice as
much for alcohol as for bread. The an-

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

The best of

nual cost of alcohol being $900,000,000,

COIMIE EARLir

and that of bread $505,060,000.Statistics Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
constantly place before our eyes the im-

mense demoralizing force of

alcohol.

and

GET BEST

AE/Q-AHsTS

B

Holland, Mich., April 3d, 1884.

and White Lead.

Eighty-five per cent, of our criminalsare
can be obtained of ue.

declared to have come so through alcohol,

and yet our people spend $494,999,991
more for alcobel than bread. Do yen

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

________
BLAINE

at

We

? That

the nations

is true, but does

criminal sanction of the sale of alcohol

ber

contribute to

elevation

?

Barbed Fence

Wire

Where

might she not stand to-day if it were not
for this fire

god, which is devouring her

COPPER, TIN,

? Let us be wise
from among us before

citizenson every hand

and put tbia evil
mere

of

•

our beloved sons and daughters

are ruined.

M.

AND

IRONWARE,

Estimates given

for all

kinds of buildings

WHIPS, PUMPS,

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

(Jo be Continued.)

fin-

Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.

A Eemarkabls
Mrs.

M. A.

Escape.

give us

Dailey, of Tunkhannock,

a" call.

Pa., was afflicted for six years with Asth-

ma and

best physicians
life

Stairs,

Bronchitis, during which time the

could give no relief. Her

was despaired

of, until in last

We promise prompt and gentlemanlytreatment
and good bargains, to all who trade with ns.

October

she procured a Bottle of Dr. King’s New

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings

1884.

42-tf

Brackets, etc. made and

Discovery, when immediate relief was felt

and by continuing its use

for a short

months. Free

ies of this certain cure

Lung

of

all

furnished.

Trial Hol-

Office

Throat and

Diseases at H. Walsh’s Drug Store.

Large Bottles

$1.00.

and shop on

Riuer Street,

near the corner of Tenth Street,

•

JAS.
For Rheumatism, Lumbago, Neuralgia,

Cramp and Colic there

Holland, May

remedy suThomas’ Eclec-

is no

perior to the genuine Dr.

Notice.
Notice is hereby given that wlereaa an application,signed by twenty-four(24j residents and
free holders
Iders of tho coonfy
coonly of Ottawa, to the undersigned County Drain Commiisioner of the
coimTyof Ottawa, to clean out and remove the
logs, brushwoodand other obstructions, from
Pige.
geon Creek or river, so called, and upon examination by me I deem it necessary, and for the
good of the public health,that said river or creek
be cleaned,and all obstructionsbe removed.
Now, therefore, notice is hereby given, that I,
Fred L. Sonter, County Drain Commissioner,for
the county of Ottawa, State of Michigan,will, on
the 7th day of July, A. D., 1884, at the house of E.
L. Barlow, iu the township of Olive, in said county of Ottawa, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,meet
partiesfor the purpose of lettingcontracts for the
removalof logs and other obstructions from the
above mentioned Pigeon Creek or river, by sections, as I have divided the same. Such contracts
he lotto the lowest responsible bidder, accord
ing to the specificationsmade by me and now re
malning in my office. Adequate security will be
required of all coctractors for the faithfulperformanceof the same within each time as shall be
specifiedin each contracts, the undersigned reserving the right to reject any and all bids. Notice Is also hereby given, that at the time and
place of said lettingol contracts, the assessment
of benefitsmade by me will be subject to review.
Dated this 13th Jay of Jnue, A. D, 1834.
FRED L. SOUTER,
to

time

she was completelycured, gaining in flesh
50 bis. in a few

Hand Railing, Sash

VAN OORT. 4 BEEUWKES.
Holland. Mich., April 2,

G. J.

VAN

HUNTLEY.

27, 1883.

17-tf.

DCREN, W. VAN DER VEERE

BLAINE
1884.

Lemons, Oranges, Figs and Candles at
wholesale,and we are still making our
famous and delicious ice Cream in any
quantity wanted. Bring in your orders

City

Meat Market,

TUTFS

IMfcJCT

PILLS
TORPID BOWELS,

DISORDERED LIVER,

t

and MALARIA.

From these sources arise tAree fourtlisol
the diseases of the human race. These
symptoms Indicate tbelrexistencc:Loot ol
Appetite, Bowel* costive. Sick Bead*
ache, fullness after eating, aversion to
exertion of body or mind, Eructation
of food, Irritability of temper, Eow
spirits, A feeling of having neglected
some duty, Dizzmees,Flutteringat the
IleartjDote before the eyee, highly colored Urine, CONSTIPATION,and demand the use of a remedy that acta directly
on tho Liver,

AsaLlvermedioinoTCTT’S

PILLS

have no equoL Their action on the
Kidneys and Skin is also prompt ; removing
all impurities through these three ‘*acav»
eager* of tlwjijriuin,** ^producing Bjjipe.
tite,

soanu

„

u

skin and a vigorous body.

,

.

o

uv,

>

,

TUTTS PILLS

cause no nausea or griping ner interfere
with daily work and are a perfect

ANTIDOTE
TO MALARIA.
everywhere, 9lfc.
Mnrruy
N.Y.

Sold

Office,44

St.,

TUTTS HAIR DYE.

Gray Hath or Whiskers changed instantly to a Glossy Black by a single ap.
plication
ilication of this Dye. Sold by Drriggists,
Droggi
or sent by express on receipt of $1*
Office,44 Murray Street, New York.
TUTT’S

MANUAL OF

USEFUL RECEIPTS FREE.

H. BOOlsTE,

County Drain Commissioner of the County of
Ottawa.

tric Oil.

mm

Sc

LOGAN

mu

!

1884.

The oldest established Stable in the city.

For the only cennine Pictorial Biographies of
the REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES for President
and Vice-President.
Authenticand exhaustive in
Market Street, near Eighth,
fact, profuse and artisticin illustration, conscientious, forcible, brilliant la authorship.The Standard Campaign History. Authorized. Rich in
matter but low in price— $2.00. The agents’
I have the newest and best HEARSE in this
harvest. Send 50 cts. for outfit and our special, city, with the finest horses and carriagesfor funeral
practicalinstructionsin the best methods of selling it. Success and large profits ensured. Act at purposes, which I will furnish
once. The Campaign will be short, but brilliant
and nrofltableto agents. Address

On

early at the

CITY BAKERY.

VAN DUREN

SCO., Prop’s!

Erysipelas and Salt Reum was driven
entirely away from Mrs. J. C. Anderson,

N. D.

Preshtigo, Wis., by Burdock Blood Bitters.

No

Largest.

......

ished and completed.

GLASS, ETC., ETC.

home.

Better send 25 cents for postage, etc., on free ontflt, now ready, includinglarge prospectusbook,
and save valuable time.
ALLEN 4 CO.„
Portland, Maine.

CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND

8. V. O.

Agnsta, his

handsomest, cheapest,best.
By the renowned historian and biographer,Col.
Conwell, whose life of Garfield, publishedby ns,
outsold the twenty others by ttO.OOO.Outsells
every book ever publishedin this world; many
agents are sellingfifty daily. Agents are making
fortunes.All new beginners successful;grand
chancp for them . $43.50 made by a lady agent the
first day. Terms most liberal. Particulars free.

keep all kinds of

say that onr nation yet stands at the bead
•f

Agents wanted for anthentic
ediition of his life. Published

Having

equal as a blood purifier.

in

lately

the First Ward,

as cheap, if not cheaper

THOMPSON 4

rc-opencd the “City Meat Market’

St.

CO. , Publishers,
Louis, Mo., or New York City than any party in this city.

we kindly invite the citizens

1882.BOONE.
H.

wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidentsof the U. S. The
We intend to keep onr market supplied with the
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice onr
best and choicest meats thatjean he procured.
price. The fastest selling book tn America. Immense profits to agents. All intelligentpeople
want It. Any one can become a successful agent.
We make
Terma free. Ballet Book Co., Portland, Maine.
ol this city to give ns a “call.”

Holland, July 28th,

25-tf

AGENTS

special $<rticf0.
Special Assessor^ Notice.
City or Holland,

GEO. T. McCLURE,
[-•-Dealer In-

l

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
and cau;asuurc onr patrons that the Laidpnr
of goods which will help yon
chased of us, is perfectly pure and of fine quality.
t* more money right away
than anything else in this world. All. of either
G. J. VAN DUREN 4 CO.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 15.
2— sex, succeed from first hoar. The broad rood to
fortune opens before the workers, absolutely sure.
At once address True 4 Co., Augusta. Maine.

Clerk's Office, June 17tb,1684.f

To the Chicago and Michigan Lake Shore Hailroad. E. J. Harrington,Michael Seery, C|. Van
Dommelen, Gerrlt;i. Jacobs,
Ja
O. J. Kroon, Tennis
, R. Ranters, First ReKepptl, Mrs. B. Pieters,
formed Church, Mrs. 8. L. Alcott, Ame Vennema.

A PRIZE.

1888.

»i

i:

l

Landegend,Hope College,Cs. Lepeltak, Cornelius
Doesbnrg, Arentze Meengs. CorneliasDeJong,
Dirkje Hofman, Pieter i)e Kraker, George Metz,
Isaac Thompson,Public Schools of the city of
Holland,Phebe A. Fisher, HabregtVan Norden,
Jooe De Koeyer. Jan Visscher, Exavlor F. Sutton, John Dnursema, R. E. Workman, Martinas
Jonkman, Antonie Baert, Cornelias Zwemer,
Leurd O. Cats, Pieter De Vries, MethodistEpiscopal Church, Marinos Haider, Maarten Kleyn,
Pieter Gnnst. JanDerks, James Huntley, Evert

Tabken, Wm. H. Demming, Hope Reformed
Church,Heirs

of J. O. Bokker, Jtcoo Van Putten,
Elferdink. Jacob Kaite, L. D. Vissers,
David L. Boyd, Simon Schmid, Anton Self, Cornelius Ver Schuro, Tceke Berkemp&s, Leendert
Mulder, Estate of J. Pallngdood,Johannes Do
Wecrd. John Borgman, Schelte Holkoboer, Daniel
Bertscb, Anton Seif. City of Holland, and persons
unknown. Yon and each of yon are hereby noticed that a specialassessmentroll, for the grading
and improvingof Tenth street special street assessment district, has been reported by the Board
of Assessors to the Common Connell ol the city of
Holland, and filed in this office, and that the Common Conncil has fixed upon the 6th day of July,
A. D.18S4,at 7:80 o'clock,p. m.,nt the Common
Council room, in said city, as the time and place
When and where they will meet with tho said
Board of Assessors to review said roll.
By order of the Common Council,
GEO. H. 81PP, City Clerk.
20— 3w

John

&

$<^NEVD'! OUT OF ORDER.

County Poor Farm,
The Board

prfl&tiMlEG
30 UNION SQUARE NEWYORK.
.X^c*90
i— ** V MASS.
GA. ^
ILL.
UFOR SALE BY

J

of Supervisorsof Ottawa

county, Mich., have instructed the Committee on Poor to sell the Poor Farm.
This farm consistsot about 215 acres, 150
acres under cultivation, the balance in
timber. It is located 1 mile from Easlmanvilleand 5 miles from Coopersville.
The soil is adapted to raising grain and
hay and for general farming purposes.
The buildings are a good large barn, with

MEYER, BROUWER CO

TRUE

<
,xlTONIC

V

wm

BURIAL CASKETS

•

GOLD

roval of the Board of can easily earn from 50 centa to $5 every evening
, provided that such a Board
That all who want work may test the business, we
Connell reservesthe make thla nnparelleled offer; to all who are not
all bids. Proposals to be well satisfied we will send $1 to pay tor the trouble
nd Water Worka
to the City
give their whole time to the werk. Great success

irMrS

on Council.
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CHAS. DUPONT
HOLLAND, LEIOH.
breeder of thoronghbred

Houl darts,
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two sheds attached, and a comfortable
dwellinghouse. There is a wind mill on
dealer* in
the premises with good and sufficient
water. This farm is for sale at a sum not
paper
less than $6,000. The payn^ents are: oneFACTS RECAR01HC
— and—
third of purchase price cash down, the
Dr, Sarin's
laic,
balance on time.
Further information may be procured
It will
the LIV
River St.* Holland* Midi. from the committee.
HSAXaT
K. Bchaddklee,Holland,
diseases requiring cerfalnand effletenTONIC,
especiallyDyspepsia. Want of AppeUte.lndlgesGeo. Latham, Allendale,
for the working class. Send 10 cents
tlon, Lack of Strength, etc., its use Is marked
Geo.
F.
Porter,
Cheater,
for
postage,
and
we
will
mail
yon/rw,
with Immediate and wonderfulresults. Hones,
Notice.
and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
a royal, valuable box of sample goods
Cmmittee. muscles
the mind and supplies Brain Power.
Sealed proposale will be receivedbytheComthat will pot you in the way of makHolland,
Mich.,
May
15, 1884. 15-6w
suffering from all complaints
lon Councilof the city of Holland, Michigan, ing more money in a few days than yon ever
CO peculiar to their sex will find in
'7 o'clock p. mM Joiy 1st, 1884, for tho run* thought possible at any baainefs. Capital not reDR. HARTER'S IRON TONIC a safe and speedy
of the steam pumping machinery,for the quired. We will start yon. Yon can work all the
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
r Water Works, and all labor connecttime or in spare time only. The werk Is univerThe strongest testimonyto the value of DR.
Barter's inoH Tonic is that frequent attempu
The award of contract sally adaptedto both sexes, yonng and old. Yon
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Sewing Machines,

k

The only reed instrument made having
the patent Qualifying tubes, giving the
nearest approach in tone to .that of the
pipe orgpn.

a
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at counterfelling have only added to toe popularity of the original. If you earueatlydesire health
do not experiment—get toe Original and Bist,

White Sewing Machine!
The Best in the World!
Every Machine warranted for five years.

A

full line

of sewing machine merchan-

dise constantly on hand.

Please call, examine goods,
and terms before
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